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•
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FAIR WINDS DOWN — The 1979 edition of the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair ended Saturday with a four-
wheel drive pull. Here, David Belew, winner of the unlimited open class, drives his rig. A Jaycee spokesman said this
years fair was a tremendous success and thanked everyone who helped in putting it on. Photo By lennoe B Gordon
Carter, After Cabinet Shakeup,
To Give Attention To Energy
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter, whose reshaping of his White
House staff is expected to consume less
of his time than his Cabinet shakeup, is
likely to return to work this week on
energy issues.
Now that the Cabinet-level changes
have been made, there will be ad-
ditional focusing of the president's
attention on the Energy Mobilization
Board and the Energy Security Corp.,"
White House press secretary Jody
Powell said Sunday.
Proposals to establish the board,
Intended to cut through red tape to
speed up development of energy
projects, and to create the energy
corporation, to finance energy
development, were sent to Congress
last week. The Senate Energy Corn-
mittee tentatively agreed Saturday to
support the mobilization board.
While he has completed the firings
that shook his Cabinet last week, the
president is still looking for a new
secretary of housing and urban
development, a new Federal Reserve
Board- dwirman and a new tran-
sportation secretary.
Some of the changes he is con-
templating in his White House staff,
although unlikely to add any new faces
to the inner circle of advisers, may be
revealed this week, Powell said.
And Hamilton Jordan, Carter's newly
named chief of staff, said today that the
president intends to widen "the circle of
persons inside and outside government
that will give him advice."
In an interview on NBC-TV's
"Today" program, Jordan was
questioned about the number of
Registration Underway
For Labor Day Festival
Registration is now underway for
artists and craftsmen who want to
participate in the Kenlake Arts and
Crafts Festival over Labor Day
Weekend. The festival, scheduled for
Sept. 1-2, is sponsored by Kentucky's
Western Waterlanci.
According to KWW executive
secretary Karen Cissell, the festival
will follow the same format as last
year's event. Artists and craftsmen will
display their hand-crafted wares on the
grounds of Kenlake State Park near the
tennis courts from 10 am. till 5 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday.
Exhibitor space will be available on a
first-come, " first-served basis.
Exhibitors are encouraged to pre-
register for the event. Cost for exhibitor
space is $7 per booth.
The festival regulations require that
all items on display must be the hand-
crafted work of the exhibitor.
"We want to insure a quality show for
the thousands of spectators who usually
come to look and to buy" said Ms.
asset'. In the past, the festival has
been extremely popular, both for
exhibitors and spectators."- Last year's
festival drew more than 100 exhibitors
and around 15,000 spectators.
Artists an craftsmen who are in-
terested in displaying at the festival
should contact the KWW office to pre-
register. They should call 527-1303, or
write KWW, Route 7, Box 144, Benton,
Ky. 42025, to request a registration
form.
County Health Department
Now Provides EPSD Treatment
The Calloway County Health
Department at 701 Olive is now
providing an EPSDT (Early Periodic
Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment)
for the citizens of Calloway County.
Those wishing this service must be
under 21 and have a state medical card
to qualify. This thorough annual
physical assessment includes the
screening of vision and hearing, blood
pressure, immunizations, check for
anemia, and a tuberculosis,skin test.
More information may be obtained on
appointments and transportation
services by calling Margaret Robertson
at 753-3381 at the health department.
qv' ••••••••
EXAMINATION — Johnnie Misner, 17, of Murray is examined by Amelia
Mcleod, R.N., of the Calloway County Health Department. The department
now offers an Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment 
(EPSDT).
Photo By Peggy Wakefield
Georgians advising Carter.
"The shakeup is not over...." Jordan
replied. "It is not an unusual thing for a
president to have people in the White
House around him from their home
state."
He added that the "influence of the
Georgians on the staff — myself in-
cluded — has been greatly
exaggerated. My new responsibilities
as chief of staff have been greatly
exaggerated. I will not stand between
the president and his Cabinet. I will not
be the boss of the Cabinet. I will try to
work to manage Ins better _It,sy the •
affairs of the White Mdse."
In another interview today,
presidential troubleshooter Robert
Strauss said Washingtonians have
overreacted to the Cabinet changes
because the capital is "a coripany
town."
"We haven't kept it in perspective as
well as the people across America
have," Strauss said on ABC-TV's
"Good Morning America" show. "The
president said all along that he was
going to restructure his government '
Carter, in a meeting with several
reporters Saturday, made clear that he
wants to see some stability returned to
White House operations, after nearly
three weeks of uncertainty. It was also
made clear that Carter knows what
changes he thinks should be made to
strengthen the staff and increase the
diversity of his advisers.
Reporters also learned that the
overriding theme in the Cabinet
shakeup was loyalty, a point stressed
Sunday by Jordan, who said on NBC's
"Meet the Press":
"Once the president makes a decision
on policy or a piece of legislation, it is
the responsibility of people in govern-
ment to support that action or leave the
government."
Carter clearly felt that Joseph A
Calif ano Jr., whom he fired as
secretary of health, education and
welfare, had been working at cross-




FRANKFORT — Tom K. Wilson. a
sophomore at Murray State University,
has been named national parliamen-
tarian for Phi Beta Lambda, the post-
secondary school organization for
students of business and business
education
Wilson was selected during the
national convention recently held it,
New Orleans.
According to Lee Cantrel, supervisor
in the Bureau for Vocational Education.
Wilson won the position by scoring the
highest in the country on a written
examination on parliamentary
procedures. Cantrel is state executive
secretary of Phi Beta Lambda.
The MSU chapter placed fourth in the
parliamentary procedure.
- _ Other biorray State winners were,
• Dana Dawes, fbird- place, ev•-!
temporaneous speaking; David
Gholson, fourth place, executive typist
competition; Helen Wilson, eighth
place, "Ma. Future Business Teacher
Joe Lennon, eighth place, "Mr. Future
Business Teacher;" and Susan
Beyerle, tenth place, accounting II
Joe Berry Shot Early Sunday
Former Murrayan Killed
By Robber In Nashville
Joie—p-h—i3erry, former Murrill
businessman, was shot and killed in an
early morning robbery at the Quick and
Easy Market on Dickerson Road, Nash-
ville, Tenn., Sunday at 2:30 a.m.
Berry, 65, of 1103 Circle Drive, Nash-
ville, was shot in the head with a small
calibre weapon after he apparently
refused to open the cash register at the
market, said Walter Toon who owns the
market.
Nashville officials said the robber
hauled the cash register away and fled
with less than $100 in cash and $300 in
turquoise jewelry after killing Berry
and wounding a white German
Shepherd dog who guarded the store.
One 22-year-old man has been arrested
and charged with the murder and
another 19-year-old man has been
charged as an accessory, officials said.
Berry's wife, Hahne, died in a fire at
their home in Nashville, Tenn., on June
21 of this year.
The former Murray man was in the
insurance business here for many years
and had also worked with the National
Program of Emergency Medical
Identification. He was a member of the
First Christian Church, served in World
War II, and served on the Draft Board
of Local Board No. 10 of the Selective
Service, Calloway County.
Survivors include one daughter,
Catherine Berry, Nashville, Tenn.; two
sons, James Alfred Berry, U. S. Army,
Omaha, Nebraska, and John Franklin
Berry, with the NATO at the Hague,
Netherlands; one sister, Mrs. Nellie
Berry Tripp, South Carolina; two
brothers, Wildie Berry, Texas, and Ben
Berry, Cincinnati, Ohio; one grand-
child.
The body is being returned to the Max
Churchill Funeral Home where funeral
services will be held at a time and day
to be announced with the Rev. Dr.
David Roos officiating. Burial will
follow in the Murray City Cemetery.




Millions of Americans are searching
for ways to keep cool this summer as
energy conservation measures boost
temperatures in offices and other
buildings.
Medical and meteorological experts
saY there are certain basic rules to
follow: Wear loose clothing, for.
example. Drink plenty of water. Try to
slow down.
But the experts also say that keeping
comfortable is a pyschological as well
as a physical problem.
today's index 1,.........,
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Hazy, very warm and humid
tonight with widely scattered
thunderstorms. Lows tonight in
the low 70s. Warm and humid
with a good chance of thun-
derstorms Tuesday. Highs in the
mid to upper 80s.
Winds diminishing tonight.
Rain chances are 20 percent
tonight, 50 percent Tuesday.
'Seventy-eight' degrees (the level
required in most non-residential
buildings) is not all that hot," said
Frank Chappell of the American
Medical Association. "You might be a
little uncomfortable, but most of the
discomfort is going to be in your mind."
There are arguments about who feels
worse— men or women. Do iced drinks
make you feel cooler than hot ones?
Should you take a cold shower or a
steaming bath?
"I don't think sex has much to do with
It," said Chappell. Lifestyle is more
important than gender. You will be less
affected by an increase in temperature
if you are used to working outside in hot
weather than if you spend your days in
an air-conditioned office.
Chappell also said it "doesn't make a
bit of difference" whether you chink
your coffee iced or hot. The main thing
Is to replace your body fluids.
You will feel better if you sweat — as
long as the sweat evaporates. That's
because evaporation requires energy,
in the form of heat. Too much sweating
can be bad, however, because your
body can lose necessary salt, creating a
chemical imbalance. Salt tablets are
generally recommended, however, only
for athletes or others who cannot avoid
the exertion that brings on heavy
sweating. They should be avoided by
anyone who has a heart conditions or is
on a salt-restricted diet. If you have any
doubts, ask your doctor.
Heat brings danger as well as
discomfort. According to the weather
service, nearly 200 persons die from
summer heat and too much sun in a
normal year. The death toll in years
where there are heat waves rises
sharply. In 1952, for example, 1,401
persons died as a result Of what is of-
ficially listed as "excessive heat."
There is no formal definition of a heat
wave. "You get a heat wave when
temperatures are above normal for an
extended period of time — three, five,
seven days or more," said Mike Mogll
of the National Weather Service.
Like comfort, however, heat waves
are relative. "If you go to Arizona,
they'll run temperatures in the 100s, but
those people are used to extended
periods like that during the summer. If
the temiSerature in New York City were
to get 10 degrees above normal for
three days, literally, the world would





Jury selection was in process in
Calloway County Circuit Court at press
time today in the trials of William
David West and Randy Barrow in
connection with the death of a Murray
man early this year.
Ed Overbey and William Donald
Overbey are attorneys for West, and
Gary Haverstock is attorney for
Barrow. Commonwealth attorney Ron
Christopher is prosecuting the case,
aided by assistant commonwealth
attorneys Mike Ward and Bill Pinkston.
West, 24, of Route 7, Murray, is
charged with the Feb. 7 murder of
Charles G. Eaker of Route 8, Murray.
Barrow, 19, of Route 7, Murray, is
charged with conspiracy to commit
murder and first degree hindering
prosecution. -
The body of Eaker, 21, was
discovered the morning of Feb. 8 in a
car on Kentucky 1551, about a mile *est
of Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
Calloway County Coroner Tommy
Walker attributed Eaker's death to a
`gunshot wound to the head from a .22
caliber pistol.
*maw
• • • 
•
TORTURE — Tiger Lily (Jane Barley) toftstres-her 
sidekick—Great Bit little Panther WI fiurisYas crther members 
her Indian tribe thing about capturing a real lost 
boy in the Community Theatre production of 'Peter Pan.' Members
of the tribe include Whitney Taylor, Jenn
ifer Bates, Melanie Julian, Melissa Baker, Stephanie Bartlett`and Gretta
Shepard. Besides the regularly scheduled 
performances Thursday, July 26, through Saturday, July 28, an additional
performance has been scheduled for 
Wednesday, July 25. According to a Community Theatre spokesman, the ad-
ded performance is•clue to excellent response and t
he Friday night rainout. The play will begin at 8 each night.




641 N Central Ctr
Now!
Miss Janet Gail Tucker,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles E. Tucker of Kirksey .
and Jeffery Wayne Henson,
$011 of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Wayne Henson of Bentoti,
were married on Saturday .
June 16, at 2 p.m. at the Mt.
Cannel United Methodist
Church.
The Rev. Roy Gibson per-
formed the double-ring
ceremony before a brass arch
flanked on each side by brass
columns, upon which rested
baskets of white gladioli, blue
and white daisies, and
greenery. The family pews
were mirked with blue bows. --
A program of nuptial niusic
was presented by Rick
Barrow, cousin of the bride.
Selections included
"Somewhere in the . Night,"
"Color My World," and
-Somewhere, My Love."
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her
father, was attired in a gown
of white chantilly lace and
polyester organza. The fitted
, empire bodice was enhanced
with tiny self-covered buttons,
and framed by a wide lace
ruffle that fell softly over the
shoulders. The full skirt
featured a triple cascade of
ruffles edged in late and
gently swept into a chapel
train. To clete her en-
semble, the 'bride chose a
matching veil of silk illusion
and matching chantilly lace.
The Juliet cap was adorned
with seed pearls and held the
double tiers of illusion edged
in lace.
She carried a cascade
bouquet of apricot and blue
silk roses complimented with
baby's breath and silk
streamers. The bridal bouquet
was made by a friend, Mrs.
Sam Rodgers.
. Miss Kim Smith was the
maid of honor. She wore, a
fornral length blue gown with
an overlayer of lace. The
-----,-dress featured a pleated skirt
with a fitted bodice and self-
ruffle that formed cap sleeves.
She carried a nosegay of
apricot and blue silk daisies
with silk streamers tied in
love knots.
Miss Julie Tucker, sister of
the bride, was the flower girl. _Miss...Stephanie Wyatt
She wore a long blue organza tended the guest register.
dress adorned with ruffles and
trimmed at the waist with a
white bow. She Carried a white
wicker basket containing
apricot and blue silk daisies,
baby's breath, and tied with
white streamers. ,
Ronnie Gibson served as








Mr. and Mrs. Jeffery Wayne Henson
best man. Kent Owens, cousin
of the groom, was the
ringbearer. Serving as ushers
were Tim Driver, cousin of the
groom, and Hal Watkins,
friend of the groom.
Mrs. Tucker, mother of the
bride, wore a pale blue dress
with a rounded neckline and
extended shoulder-line with a
drawstring tie on each
shoulder.
Mrs. Henson, mother of the
groom, wore a light blue dress
with matching belt, and
elbow-length dolman sleeves.
Both'inothers wore corsages
of white rose buds.
- The -grandmothers,
Bettie Charlton, Mrs. Emrha
Lu Tucker, and Mrs. Ellie
Castleberry were presented




A reception followed the
ceremony at the church.
Serving were Miss Karen
Edwards, Mrs. Steve Crab-
tree, Miss ' Ginger Henson,
sister of • the groom, and
Tuesday Is Bargain
Nite At These Theatres
Note Special Disney Pricos•Othor Indoors $1.50
$3 A Car Load
Adults S2-Child S1 •hrsaigusintsor • •
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Misses Jennifer and Cindy
Tucker, sisters of the bride.
Tne serving table was
centered with an arrangement
of apricot and blue silk roses
and daisies, flanked on each
side by light blue candles. The
two-tiered wedding cake was
topped with ,a cluster of
wedding bells and decorated
with blue roses and miniature
wedding bells. Punch, nuts,
and mints were also served.
Mrs. Roy Gibson and Mrs. J.
B. Smith were the wedding
and reception co-ordinators.
Rehearsal Dinner
The parents of the groom
were hosts for the rehearsal
dinner at the Colonial liouse
Smorgasbord on June 15.
Places were laid for twenty-
one guests.
The bridal couple presented
gifts to their attendants.
1Deah:14466*-
By Abigail Van Buren
When He's Alone,
He's With a Bum
DEAR ABBY: I am the mother of nine boys. Their father
is dead. Rudy. 23, is my oldest. He married Agnes, a 15-year-
old girl, because she said he got her pregnant. Their baby is
2 now and is the picture of the fellow Agnes went with
before Rudy married her.
Their marriage is on the rocks because she is pregnant by
a sailor she met when she went to visit her mother in Seat-
tle. Rudy won't take her back because he's in love with a
21-year-old girl who has two babies and is expecting a third
by a fellow who isn't her husband although she's still mar-
ried.
Rudy gets umemployment. He runs all night and lies
around my house all day. He acts real crazy. I never know if
he's on drugs or just drunk. All fight, so much for Rudy.
Jody is my 20-year-old. He got a 17-year-old girl pregnant
but won't marry her because he says he's not ready to settle
.down yet.
Abby, I've been a church going Christian woman and a
good mother and I don't know how I could have turned out
kids like these. If they hang around the younger boys, they
will be a mess. too. Please help me.
A MOTHER WHO FAILED
DEAR MOTHER: Don't feel guilty. If you'vt been a good
mother, you haven't failed, your kids have. Let the older
boys know they can't lie around your house all day. Your
problems are too heavy to cam alone. You need to talk to
an understanding, supportive person. Your clergyman is
ready when you are.
DEAR ABBY: When would you say a person has reached
middle age?
"FORTY AND CURIOUS
DEAR FORTY: When he 'or shel climbs out of the
bathtub and is glad to find the mirror-all steamed
up!
DEAR ABBY: I have a lazy teen-age daughter who has to
be reminded over and over again to write thank you notes
for gifts she receives at Christmas, her birthday and, more
recently, for her high-school graduation. Now she has a new
cop-out. She thanks people.for their gifts by telephone. Her
grandparents live 1,500 miles away and so do most of her
aunts and uncles, so the calls aren't exactly free. She says
she will pay for the calls herself, but so far I haven't seen a
penny.
Her father was furious when she told us she was planning
to thank everyone for her graduation gifts by phone, but we
both agreed it would be better than not thanking them at all.
Daughter argues that a phone call is much more personal
and gives her a chance to ask how they are and to tell them
what she is doing, how the family it, etc.
Do you think a telephoned thanks is proper'?
MOTHER OF A TEEN
DEAR MOTHER: A written thanks is better. But a
phone call is better than no thanks at all.
If you need help in eritteletters Of sympathy, con-
gratulations or thank-lou letters, get Abby's booklet "How
to Write Letters for all Occasions." Send $I and a long.
stamped (28 cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby: 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
YOUTH FELLOWSHIP — New officers of the Murray Sub-District Methodist Youth
'fellowship installed at the meeting held June 28 at Paris Landing State Park were, left
to right, Charlotte Coursey, reporter, Mark Pvikallon, recreational leader, Mary Denny,
president, Trisha Clark secretary, Alearh Lamb, treasurer, Cornelia Jackson, worship
chairman, and Bobby McKinney, recreational leader. Not present for the picture were
Ricky Miller, vice president, Penny Jetton, parliamentarian, and Terry Elliott,
recreational leader. Lay counselors will be Mr. anoil Mrs. Ken Bence, Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Burkeen, Mrs. Betty Jetton, and Ms. Janice Toweiy. Ae Rev. Glenn Elliott will be the
group's ministerial counselor.
Murray Country Club Ladies
Plan Events Here Wednesday
The annual Match Play Golf
Tournament is in progress at
the Murray Country Club and
will be featured for the
regular ladies day golf at the
Murray Country Club - on
Wednesday, July 25, ac-
cording to Betty Stewart,
tournament chairman.
• Tournament play will begin
with a shotgun start at 9 a.m.
on the No. 1 tee for all ladies
playing matches. Anyone not
listed in the lineup may come
and be paired at the tee; and
anyone listed, but unable to
play, is asked to call Mrs.
Stewart, 753-5885.
The lineups are as follows:
No. 1 Tee-
A Group-Jerlene Sullivan,
Betty Jo Purdom, Carol
Hibbard, and Frances Hulse.
B Group-Faira Alexander,
Diane Villanova, Jane Fitch,
and Rowena Cullom. .
C Group-Edith Garrison.
NOMUS Frank. Annie Adams,
and Exie Hill.
D Group-Beth Belo*, Molly




Venela Sexton, Euvie Michell,
and Evelyn Jones.
B Group--Elizabeth     made by this evening with
Slusmeyer, Madolyn Lamb, Mrs. Boaz for the luncheon.
Toni Hopson, and Margaret Other hostesses will be Pat
Shuffett. Seiber, Dot Emerson, Brenda
No.5 Tee- Maddox, Betty Hassell, Pat
Inus Orr, Sandy Coleman,*.McMullin, Margie Shown,
Lou Doran, and Sue Brown. Linda Paten, Martha
No.7 Tee- Crawford, Frances Pinkley,
Nancy Haverstock,. Louise Charlotte Barker, Kathy
Lamb, Chris Graham, and Newton, and JulielWatits. --
Nancy Fandrich.
Tennis
Tennis will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Agnes Payne and
Lillie Johnson as hostesser.for
the day.
Luncheon
Carol Boaz will be chairman
for the ladies day luncheon to
be served at 12 noon at the
club. Reservations should be
N•1 Last Week
Mickey Phillips, golf hostess
,for golf play on July 18, has




flight; Lou Doran, second
flight; Doris Cella, third





You do have a chol e where you have your
senior pictures made
Special Price On Senior Packages
Call or Come By
ARTCRAFT PHOTOGRAPHY








'Small Deposit Holds Your Selection
It's the Sale you've been -waiting
for . . . lovely, new Coats of the
season at "Buy Now Prices-.
Selection not to be missed.
SINGLE & DOUBLE BREASTED
Fur-trimmed and Untrimmed.
Classic and Wraps. Solids
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Your Individual  
Horoscope
  Frances Drake
7,P
FOR TUESDAY, JULY 24, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) Er
The power of persuasion is
at your disposal, whether used




Apr. 20 to May 20)
Minor problems at home
may be the catalyst in
arriving at an important
domestic decision. Talks with
family members bring good
results.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
Rely on your natural facility
with words to get your point
across. Downplay ego, and
contact others by phone or
mail.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Sidestep dubious financial
tactics. A reasonable ap-
proach should lead to financial
gain. Get in toudh with those
important to security.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 221 412(4C
Let friends know where you
stand on important issues. In
community projects, let your
leadership abilities come to
the fore. Be counted.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. Z2)
A green light for research
projects. You'll accomplish
more behind-the-scenes than
up front re career projects.
Complete tasks.
LIBRA 41.,r1E
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 ) —
Share inner thoughts with
friends. Joining others at a




( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 rn,
Friends may be helpful re
career goals. Important talks
with superiors indicated. Let
them know of your future
hopes and plans.
SAGITTARIUS
I Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 310F1i(V
Confusion about academic
interests and publishing
ventures clears up after a talk
with advisers. Get in touch
with agents and publicists.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
You can raise capital now.
Important discussions with
businessmen could lead to
cash advances. Business
interests afar pay off.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) -1••••
If you don't know where you
stand in a romantic situation,
now's the time for an ex-
change of thoughts. Clarify
aims and objectives.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Talks with co-workers are
productive. Discuss ways of
improving office efficiency. If
you take extra work home,
give it full attention.
YOU BORN TODAY are
naturally drawn to public life.
Politics and the stage would
satisfy your need for
prominence, Both artistic and
practical, despite your ten-
dency to dream, you can
succeed in a variety of en-
deavors. You have the ability
to throw yourself into your
work and should cultivate this
quality for your greatest
success. Without a definite
task, you tend to drift and
waste your energies. Writing,
music, art, banking, real
estate, public service,
business, and science are
fields that promise you suc-





Mrs. Edward Thomas of






was Laura Rogers of Murray.
New in your
neighborhood?
And still searching for the grocery store and
more closet space?
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. As your
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have
called me. I hope you will too.
If elcome Wagon
lefeweillwal
Inge King 492-8348 Mary Hamilton 753-5570
PUPPET WORKSHOP — Over 50 persons including children, teachers, librarians,
church leaders, etc., attending the Summer Puppetry Caravan Workshop conducted
by Neil DeTeresa of Berea College held at the Calloway County Public Library July 16
to 20. Pictured are Leslie Franklin, Anna Worley, and Chris Thibodeaux with Peggy
Brown, coordinator for the,Gifted and Talent Program at the Murray City Schools, at
the workshop.
MARTIN BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Martin,
1618 Kirkwood Drive, Murray,
are the parents of a baby boy,
Cory Michael, weighing eight
pounds and ten ounces,
measuring 20% inches, born
on Tuesday, July 10, at 6:04
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Janie Lynn, 51/2. The father, a
certified public accountant, is
a partner in the firm,
Shackelford, Goode, and
Thurman.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. George W. Martin, Jr.,
Princeton, and Mr. and Mrs.
Clifton Cochran, Murray.
`4••••




Reservations for the ladies
day luncheon on Wednesday at
the Murray Country Club
should be made by today with
Carol Boaz.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Parents Anonymous will not




sponsored by Counseling and
Testing Center, Murray State
University, will meet at at 7
p.m. at Ordway Hall. For
information call 7624851.
Student Exhibits in Prints
by Mary O'Leary, Louisville,
and Deborah Carr, Belleville,
Ill., will be on display through
Aug. 3 at the Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.
HEALTH Cancer in young females
1111 Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
have become more and
more aware of cancer in
young females and I'm get-
ting concerned about it. I'm
28 years old and I want
children in the near future.
What should a woman ex-
pect from a gynecologist in
her examination? I went to a
gynecologist and he exa-
mined the pelvic area and
took a Pap smear. He also
gave me a brochure on self-
breast examination but he
did not check my breasts.
Should a breast examination
be included and should the





By MRS. W . P. WILLIAMS
This has been an unusally
wet July and I am thankful for
it, for July and August have
often been the hottest and
driest months of the year.
Most shrubs and plants suffer
during that time and find it
hard to go through the winter
without an adequate supply of
water. So we should be glad to
see all this rain even though
we can see grass and weeds
growing like mad. There are
compensations for all troubles
11040,13 12 711, 17.41,
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CLOSE OF BUSINESS DATE
June 29, 1979
ASSETS ,„. ---.2
I. Cash end due Porn depository institution!
2. U S Treasury securities
3. Obligattgns of other US Government agencies and corporations -
4 Obligations of States and political subdivisions in the United States
S. All other securities •











7. a Loans Total (excluding unearned income)
b Less allowance for possible loan lollies MIIIIIIIIIIIMO,,.."%:.
.
c Loans. Net
8 Lease financ.ng recolvablee -- 
.
9 Bank premises furniture and fixtures, and other assets represent
ing bank premises
10 Real estate owned other than bank premises
It All other assets






13 Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporstions •
14 Time and savings deposits of individuals, partnerships. and corporations)
15 Deposits of United States Government --
16 Deposits of Stales and political subdivisions in the United States
17 All other deposits ,
18 Codified and officers cheCk• .







a Total demand deposits . . . .
b Total time and savings deposit*, . .
•
None
20 Federal funds purchased and securities sold under 
agreements to repurchsse
51 Intafsst-bw,ng demand notes (note balances) issued to the 
US Treasury and
other liabilities for borrbwed money
22 Mortg•go Indebtedness and liability for capitalized
 leases
23 All other liabilities . _. _,...
24 TOTAL LIABILITIES (excluding subordinated notes and debentures) 
(sum of items 19 thru 23)







26 Preferred stock a. No, altaree 'Outstanding
one (Dar value/MEIN L • .
1
Common Stock a No shares euthOTIred27
b No shares outstanding
28 Surplus
01 I per value)
400
29 undivided profits and reserve for contingencies and other capital reserves
439
30 TOTAL EOUITY CAPITAL (Sum of dems 26 thru 29)
31 TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EOU1TY CAPITAL (sum of




1 Amounts outstending as of report data
a Standby letters of credit. total
0 Time certificates of deposit in denominations Of 
$100,000 or more
c Other time deposits in amount
s of S100.000 or more
2 Average for 30 calendar days 
(or calendar month) ending with MOOT"! date '
• • Total deposits (corresponds 
to item 19 above)
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2 • One kind of plant really en-
s joys this sort of weather. That
• is the hanging-basket. Since
they take more water than a
7a lot of potted things, the rains
7b have been so welcome to
7c them They drain off excess
• water and have put out new
io shoots all over. Those that are
11 hanging in sun part of the day
12 have especially benifitted by
an unusual amount of
moisture Just be sure your
pots do not stand in water All
plants like plenty of moisture
but do not likeilo keep tJwir
feet wel. Indoor potted plants
are often given too much
water, especially if they have
pans under the pots to hold the
excess.
I remember reading an arti-
cle on the various uses of pot-
25 ted plants. It suggested put-
ting them in places around the
26 porch or steps and changing
27 
them every few weeks to give
29 a different look. Geraniums.
29 nasturtiums and many others
30 can be potted and switched

























so lets remember the roots of
our plants are receiving a
plentiful supply of moisture
and will be ready to endure the
rigors of winter.
Those of you who have
hydrangea have had wonder-
ful blossoms. There are so
many varieties and all
beautiful. The lovely blue ones
have never been bluer and the
white ones have never been
larger or whiter. The
varigated variety has foliage
that is well worth having the
plant, but in addition there is a
fabulous bloom. It is
something like the Virburnum
Mariesi, but I think it is even
lovlier.
Shrubs are so satisfactory.
They require less attention
than any other blooming
thing. They have ail abun-
dance of blooms, but the green
foliage makes a lovely
background. They make fine
specimen plants.
Flowers are so versatile
That is what makes them so
facinating They are a' God-
given blessing to lighten our
day. Of course we have, to
work to have them at their
best. But so is anything that is
worth having.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Dudley D. Paschall of
Murray Route 1 wag
dismissed July 5 from the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
with a woman in various
positions as done in the self-
examination?
I believe in order to feel
good and untroubled about
my health, mammograms
or X rays should be very
reassuring, if only on a
yearly basis. However, I've
heard that these are not
advised-if lumps are detect-
ed. Is this so?
Also, should a woman See
a general practitioner as
well as a gynecologist on a
regular check up basis or
only if a problem presents
itself?
DEAR READER — I be-
lieve everyone should have a
family doctor and that it's a
good idea for him to see you
once a year at the least, to
see what your health status
really is. That's important
for a lot of reasons besides
just the cancer examination.
It's a poor time to look for a
family physician if you're
having an emergency at 2
o'clock in the morning. Ev-
eryone should know in ad-
vance what they plan to do if
they have a medical prob-
lem occur at such inconven-
ient hours.
For a woman the choice of
whether she's going to see a
gynecologist in addition to
her family physician is an
individual matter. A family
physician is perfectly well
qualified to do the examina-
tion for cancer detection. I
do believe that such an ex-
amination should include a
complete palpation of the
breasts, even though your
brochure gives you detailed
comments on how you
should do this for yourself.
The .subject of mammo-
grams is still a controversial
one. Mammograms by some
methods may increase the
risk of breast cancer. For
that reason many doctors
feel that they shouldn't be
used except in women past
45 and some say past 50
years of age when the inci-
dence of breast cancer is
significantly increased.
Now there are obviously
exceptions. Some women,
because of family history
and other factors, have in-
creased risks of breast can-
cer which outweighs any
risk that might be imposed
by the mammograms so it
has to be individualized. I
would think it most unlikely
that a young lady in your age
group would need these un-
less some abnormalities in
the breast are detected upon
examination.
There are also recent re-
ports that suggest that some
forms of mammograms us-
ing newer equipment deliver
far lower dosages of radia-
tion. These extremely low
rates that have been re-
ported may not be particu-
larly dangerous. Of course,
it's almost impossible for
the patient to have any idea
what kind of equipment is
being used and so it may be
a few years before that prob-
lem is resolved.
BACKACHES ARE one of
man's most common com-
plaints. They can be caused
from poor furniture or even
cancer. Those who want
more information about this
problem can send 75 cents in
check or coin with a long,
stamped, self-addressed en-
velope for The Health Letter
number 13-10, Backache:
What To Do About It. Ad-
dress your request to Dr.
Lamb, in care of this news-
paper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
Tuesday, July 24
Oak Grove WMU will meet
with Pauline Stigy at 8 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Board meeting
will be at 1:30 p.m. at the new
board office, 106 North Fourth
Street.
Tuesday, July 24
Eva Wall Mission Group of
the Memorial Baptist Church
will meet at the City-County
Park at 10:30 a.m.
Bazaar Workshop will be
held at the social hall of the
First United Methodist
Church from 9 a.m. to 12 noon.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
the Woodmen of the World will
have a salad supper at the
home of Sara Alexander at
6:30 p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
Center.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For in-
formation call 753-0929.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center, North Seventh and
Olive Streets.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kenlake State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
present a performance at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Tuesday, July 24
Hazel Community Center
will open at 10 a.m. for ac-
tivities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens.
Wednesday, July 25
Bowling party for only
Rangers and Rangerettes of
the Woodmen of the World will
be held from 2 to 4 p.ni. at
Corvette Lanes.
Hazel ,Community Center
will open at 10 a.m. for ac-
tivities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens. Library Girls and
Crafts Club will meet at 1 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes
events will Include Junior
Naturalist at 8:30 a.m. and
Leave It To Beaver at 2:30
p.m., both at Center Station.
Twilight Cabaret and
Lakeside Singers will present
separate performances at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday, July 25
Ladies day events at the
Oaks Country Club will in-
clude golf with Burlene
Brewer as hostess and bridge
with Inalou Francis as
hostess, both at 9:30 a.m.
Murray Country Club
Ladies day events will include
golf and tennis at 9 a.m. and
ladies day luncheon at 12 noon.
Legion of Mary of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at
the rectory at 1:30 p.m.
Meeting will be at 10 a.m. at
the First Presbyterian Church
to organize and plan this
year's bazaar.
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Sue Carothers
209 West Washington / Paris. Tennessee
While you're out, of7t4wn..on4racation,
YOU needn't worrY about our paper stack Wig
up on you're front steps advertising the
fact that you're gone. You also needn't
miss all the hometown news. You're busi-
ness is important to us and we can change
our schedule to fit your vacation needs.
We can send the paper to you or save them
for your return. And, if you want us to stop
and restart it, we can do that too. We are a
service and we want your business.
Just,tell your carrier or call 753-1916
-T; P. Delaney Circuleecn Mgr._
tierray Ledger & Times




By The Associated Press
One week after President Carter told
Americans the nation suffers a "crisis
of confidence," some members of
Congress and political figures say they
are not so confident of his leadership
Within days of Carter's address on
the nation's energy and inflation
problems, Energy Secretary James
Schlesinger and Treasury Secretary W.
Michael Blumenthal were out .of office
— two of the five Cabinet officers fired
or allowed to resign in a major ad-
ministration shakeup.
But what did some of the "average
Americans" — people like those the
president consulted before he spoke and
acted — think?
The Associated Press asked seven
Americans what they thought of the
president's speech. A week later, the
AP went back to six of those people —
one man was on vacation — and asked
what they thought of Jimmy Carter
now.
A Coal Miner
CHESAPEAKE, W.Va. (AP) — Coal
miner Grant McGuire says President
Carter stopped cleaning house too soon.
"I think we need to clean house at the
White House all the way from the
doorkeeper to the head honcho," he-
said.
McGuire, 52, a miner for 33 years and
a lifelong Democrat, had said he was
encouraged by the president's decision
to limit oil imports. But now he's
discouraged. The president has said
little about his plans for coal and has
endorsed nuclear power.
A Retired Businessman
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. — "I think this
business with the Cabinet is strictly a
political move to show his strength,"
said Marriott Nadler, 69, who retired
here from New Jersey in 1975.
The president, Nadler said, is trying
to show people he can be strong because
he has been criticized for weakness.
But he gives Carter low marks for the
effort, particularly his decision to name
Hamilton Jordan the White House chief
of staff.
A Gasoline Dealer
WEST HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) —
Agree Or Not ,))
"What's showing now is his inability to
be president, the pressures are
bringing it out," said Charles Matties,
past president of the National Congress
of Petroleum Retailers.
Matties said he thinks the president's
Cabinet changes were designed to weed
out independent thinkers, and he called
the appointment of Hamilton Jordan as
chief of staff an insult to the nation."
A Missouri Farmer
OSAGE CITY, Mo. t AP — Jim
Hofmann was Initially pleased with the
president's energy-inflation speech, but
now he's having second thoughts —
particularly about an Energy
Mobilization Board that Carter
proposed to speedup energy programs.
"I guess the one thing that didn't hit
me that night was he is getting the
government deeper into the energy
problem," said the Osage County
farmer who raises cattle, corn and
alfalfa on a 500 acre spread. "I'm a
little disappointed that the government
isn't turning this over more to private
industry."
An Oil Executive
WS ANGELES — "Carter talks
about image and confidence, things like
that, when the real problem is sub-
stance," said David Button, manager of
_ economic planning and policy for the
'Tetty Oil Co.
The president, he said, lacks sub-
stance. And what is "incredible"
Button said, is that Carter asked for
advice at Camp David, acted on the
advice, then fired many people who
gave him that advice.
A Baptist Theologian
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — The Rev.
Kenneth Cauthen says the Cabinet
shakeup was "a jarring note that
created some disharmony" with
Carter's energy message.
Cauthen, an American Baptist
theologian at Colgate-Rochester
Divinity School, said after the speech
that Carter "was right in seeing the
problem of energy in the larger context
of a crisis of spirit ... That was one of
the more important things about the
speech, and needed saying."
By S.C. Van e.tieon
Coal Could Be
Boost For State
FRANKFORT — If Congress carries
through on legislation requiring the use
of coal instead of gas and fuel oil by
major industries, particularly elec-
trical generating plants; Kentucky will
be in line for a big boost in its economy
within the next decade.
President Jimmy Carter last week
called for industrial conversion to coal
wherever possible while at the same
time meeting reasonable en-
vironmental regulations to prevent air
and stream pollution.
The president also set a goal for
reductiofrbf importation of oil from the
Mideast. At the same time he suggested
that the federal government should
have the power of eminent domain for
the construction of coal slurry
pipelines.
The pipeline suggestion has raised a
red flag in the vision of the Kentucky
coal industry and railroads. They
envision future invasion of the eastern
coal market by .low-grade coal from
Wyoming and western states via
pipelines. States are now requesting
that they retain the power over water
rights instead of the federal govern-
ment.
The arid west does not have sufficient
water to pipeline coal more than three
quarters of the way across the Con-
tinent. Even the Indians of the west are
alarmed that their historical water
rights may be taken from them. The
water table is low enough already in the
west.
While Wyoming and Montana coal is
easily available through strip mining,
the quality of the coal is far below that
produced in the Appalachian region
although the western coal has a low
sulphur and ash content. Western coal
averages between 9 and 10 thousand
British Thermal Units while the BTU of
coal in Eastern Kentucky varies from
II to above 13 thousand.
It is easy for the average person to
see that Kentucky coal is from 20 to 25
percent more efficient than the western
coal. Railroad freight charges make it
unprofitable to ship the western coal to
the industrial east. In other Words, it
take about five tons of western
. opal to produce the same heating
capacity as our tons of eastern coal.
Kentucky leads in coal production in
the United States and coal is our
greatest industrial asset in the fuel line.
Right now the coal industry in
Kentucky is at a very low ebb. We are
able to produce more coal right now
than the market can absorb. Coal pits
are idle, at least the ones that depend
upon the spot market instead of long-
term contracts.
In the face of all of this, the federal
--government for several years has been
calling upon the coal inthistry to double
production by 1985. This sounds silly
when we are now producing more coal
than the market can absorb while at the
same time environmentalists are op-
posing the use of coal unless expensive
equipment is installed to control the
emission of polluting gases and ash into
the atmosphere.
Carter said some red tape May have
to be cut for conversion of coal to curb
the use of natural gas and petroleum
products.
There are some skeptics who doubt
there is a fuel shortage, but the experts
say it is here and here to stay unless
there is a large reduction in the use of
natural gas and petroleum products.
We are at the mercy, of the Oil
Production Export Cartel of the
Mideast.
While Carter has dwelt extensively on
the above project, he has so far failed to
mention the possibility °fusing alcohol •"0
to blend with ,gasoline (gasohol) to
stretch our dwindling gasoline supply.
Already this stretching method has
proved successful in Indiana and some
other states.
Since -Kentucky's economy also
depends upon' our great capacity of
agriculture production, the use of
gasohol also wiPuld improve our
economy. Kentucky is a large corn and
grain producing state and more could
be produced if the market becomes
available. Kentucky also has the
distilleries and the capability of ac-
tivating more stills for the production of
this alcohol. The industry already has
proven that alcohol can be made from
corn and grain stalks as well as other
products instead of cereal grains.
These are some things that Kentucky
should be thinking about for the future.
Bibb) Thought
And Pilate wrote a title, and
'put it on the cross. And the
writing was, JESUS OF
NAZARETH THE KING OF
THE JEWS. John 19:19.
Even in humiliation and






Heartllne is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 57 years old. I-'
worked in a Social Security-covered job
for at least 25 years. I have not worked
at all for the last 10 years. The Social
Security office has written me that I
have at least 40 quarters. Will I need to
get a job these last five years if I intend
to apply for Social Security at age 62? —
L. J.
No, you need never work again as far
as your eligibility for Social Security
retirement is concerned. Once a person
has met the quarter-of-coverage
requirement, based upon his year of







that point on, as soon as he reaches
retirement age of 62, or earlier if he
becomes totally disabled.
HEARTLINE: Did every railroad
retirement annuitant recieve a cost of
living increase in July? I received my
raise, but a friend of mine did not
receive his. — K. S.
Railroad retirement annuitants, like
Social Security beneficiaries, have
received cost of living increases that
began with the monthly payments
made in the first part of July. Some
increases have been delayed, but will
be paid retroactively as soon as
possible. These increases are provided
through automatic cost of living
provisions in the Railroad Retirement
and Social Security Acts.
The following six questions and an-
swers describe how the cost of living
increases are applied to railroad
retirement annuities.
1. How is the cost of living increase
calculated for retired railroaders and
their spouses?
eparate cost of living increases are
.'de for each of the two tiers in em-
ployee and spouse annuities.
Tier I annuity portions, which are the
equivalent of Social Security beneftis,
were increased by 9.9 percent, same as
Social Security benefits. The 9.9 per-
cent increase is equal to the rise in the
Consumer Price Index from the first
quarter of 1978 through the first quarter
of 1979.
A separate 3.2 percent increase was
made in certain tier II components of
employee annuities and in the entire
second tier of spouse annuities. The tier
II increase, 32.5 percent of the rise in
the Consumer Price Index, is the third
of four such increases provided under
the Railroad Retirement Act of 1974.
2. Did widow and other survivor
annuitants receive a cost-of-living
Increase in their July payments?




1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
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Opening fair day 1910 was the heaviest waterspout in Calloway's
survivor annuitants not also receiving
Social Security benefits received a 9.9
percent increase in both tiers of their
annuities.
3. How about annuitants receiving
both railroad retirement and Social
Security benefits? Do they receive
duplicate increases?
No. The tier I railroad retirement
increase is reduced by the increase in
the annuitant's Social Security benefit'
However, the tier II increase is not
affected by entitlement to Social
Security benefits and would be payable
in any case.
Certain windfall and windfall-type
components which are payable over
and above tiers'! and II to preserve pre-
1975 vested dual benefit rights are not
subject to these cost-of-living in-
creases.
4. When did annuitants receive their
Increases?
Most annuitants received their cost-
of-living increase in their July 2
payment; the July 2 payment
represents their annuity for June.
The increases for some annuitants
may have been dealyed, but as soon as
possible, such increases will be paid
retroactively, so no benefits will be lost.
Beneficiaries are requested not to
write to the Railroad Retirement Board
regarding their increases at this time
because it may delay the payment even
longer.
5. Are the supplemental annuities
paid by the board also being increases?
No. These supplemental annuities are
not, affected by cost-of-living increases.
& Did Medicare premiums that are
deducted from railroad retirement and-
or Social Security benefits increase on
July 1?
Yes, the basic Medicare premium




The Murray Division of the Tappan
Company, Mansfield, Ohio, plans to
expand its facilities in Murray this
year, according to Robert E. Moyer,
vice president and general manager et
the Murray operation.
Deaths reported include Wilson W.
Stiles, 57, and Will Chester, 80.
PFC William D. Jackson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. I. R. Hillman, Murray Route
5, is now serving with the Engr. Det.
CDG, with the United States Army in
Vietnam.
Pvt. n D. Cooper, son of Mrs.
Alma Cooper, is now serv4iik—With the
United States Army at Fort Polk, IA.
Births reported include a girl, Amy
Sue, to Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Duncan on
julja21OMacon Blankenship, personnel
manager, Tappan Company, Murray
Division, spoke on "Labor Relations"
at the meeting of the Murray Lions
Club.
20 Years Ago
The Industrial Committee of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce met
with representatives of the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce and other
agencies to see how the industrial
potential of the Murray area could be
increased. One of the great needs
brought out was the acquisition of an
airport.
Bond sales of Series E and H savings
bonds for Calloway County during the
month of June was reported at $6,161.
Billy Miller, Ken Miller, Tommy
Riding, Michael Miller, and Ken Imes
of the Flint Baptist Church are at-
tending Junior Week at the Jonathan
Creek Baptist Camp this week.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Frederick Spraggs and a boy to Mr. and.
Mrs. Holland Stafford.
Wilciie H. Ellis is the new bulk station
agent for the-D-X Sunray Oil Company
here.
Firestone tires, 6.70-15, tube type
black, are listed at $15.95 plus tax and
recappable tire in the ad for Fenton's
Firestone Store this week.
30 sears Ago
The possibility of a federal highway
for Murray and Calloway County
reached new heights following a
meeting July 20 at Frankfort of state
and federal highway officials and
delegations from Calloway and Graves
Counties. The proposed highway would
be fri5m St. Louis, Mo., to Nashville,
Tenn.
The Murray American Legion
Baseball Team defeated the Princeton
team 16 to 1 in a game at the Murray
City Park on July 21. Blankenship and
Cathey were pitchers for Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Toy Farmer, Bentto
Road, Murray, celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary on July 18.
Brent Butterworth of Murray has
purchased the registered Jersey Royal
Fillonyx Bob from the herd owned by E.
Chaprnan of Mayfield, according to a
release from the American Jersey
Cattle Club.
"The Fighting Seabees" starring
John Wayne and Susan Hayward is
showing at the Varsity Theatre.
Today In History
41,
Hy The Associated Press
Today is MondaysJuly 23, the 204th
day of 1979. There are 161 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
'On this date in 1914, Austria issued an
uftifnaturn to Serbia after the
assasitmation of Archduke Francis
Ferdinand. The dispute triggered
World War I.
On this date:
history when 11 inches w,ere,recoded by amateur itvet:be.g. 'At.cti,Vkst. at 
In 1588, an English army assembled
Tilbury' on the Thames River to repelThe race- track was a sea' of mud more suitable for a mule swim
than a horse race, thus the trot, puce, stake trot, running and mule, ,
races were drowned out, to the disappointment .of 10,1)00 attendants,
but the glee of the Paducah Sun whose editor dubbed."Murray'l
Water Carnival - a Belly- Bastm.Z! The iranditand, consequently„
was forced to ,house a triple capacity shelter from the deluge,
but not without omnious groans from the huge timber underpinningt,
growling in wamingprotest. Poultry watchers had a field day silently
gazing up through knotholes at unsuspecting drawer legs not intended
to be on parade, even on a rainy day.
Side shows, concellsions, paddocks, honky-tonks, and hog exhibits
were a grand merry-go-round, difficult to separate water-drenched
spectators from the con artists, hamburgers and hogs. Roosters
crowing under the grandstand provided a barnyard harmony out
of tune with the brass band overhead. Outhouses did a capacity
land office business entertaining it standing room only organ audi-
ence, not caring a whit whether the 'balloon ascension got off the
ground in midtrack nor the parachute's jumper's descent dunked
in the race track pond. This was the flood, fulfilling a dire prophetic
warning from a critical minister's pulpit.
The big flood on opening fair day prompted officers to extend
the fair over to the following Monday in order to fulfill entertainment
pledges, not to mention the financial scoreboard, but the .big blos-
som had wilted before the' extended
grunting with itirne sickness, 
payday, mules braying, hogs
displays had been taken home Satur-
day evening. The dismal Monday crowd was thoroughly disappoint-
ing with the him of events. Gloom and doom of the stockholders
cake was iced over, in a coating 04 sugar and spice and everything
nice by the Commereial. Chth boosters who hailed the first fair
a huge success, projecting prophetic. hurrahs for the second fair the
following year.
• To Be Continued
an expected invasion of England by the
Spanish Armada.
In 1 the former French thief of
state, shal Henri Petain, was put on
[
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger Si Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
, Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington.
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515 .
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing tOthern in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort; - KY. 40601. Home
addresses .5i—i1lite legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route 7
MitntiLli  K v. 42066
I
trial in Paris, charged with betrayingFrance in World War II.
Iii 1952, General Mohammed Naguib
seized power in Egypt.
In 1958, Britain's Queen Elizabeth II
named four women to the peerage.
They became the first women to sit in
the House of Lords.
In 1976, voters in Puerto Rico en-
dorsed continuation of U.S. com-
monwealth status for the island.
Ten years ago: Prince Juan Carload
Spain was formally invested as Suc-
cessor to Generalissimo Francisco
Franco and future King of Spain.
Five years ago: The millthey torn
of ,Greece tamed naalpn .oven to_ 
civilian rule after seven years in power.
Former Plirmier Constantine
Caramanlis took over the government.
One year ago: Four hundred
Anglican bishops from 100 nations met
in Canterbury, England for the llth
1 ambeth Conference on church affairs.
Today's birthdays: Former baseball
star Don Drysdale is 43 years old. The
one-time short stop for the old Brooklyn
Dodgers, Peewee Reese, is 60.
Thought for today: To teach is to
learn a Japanese proverb.
Miliray Ledger & Times
USPS 300-700 )
Publisher  Walter I. Apperson
F.ditor  R Gene McCutcheon
The Murray Ledger & Time.,. publishedevery afternoon except Sundays, July 4, (Trig-
num Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc. 103 N 4th St,
Murray, Ky 4.3071 Second (lass Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky 4W71
SUBSCRIPTION RATF.S In areas served by
carriers $2 75 per month. payable in advanceBy mall in Calloway County and to Benton, Her-din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. K
Parts, Buchanan and Puryear, , $72
year By mail to other destinations. $37 peryear
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Wet fields are preventing
many growers from applying
enough fertilizer belore
planting this spring. Soil
moisture is plentiful
throughout the corn belt with
field operations running as
much as a month behind
schedule.
But even if your corn is up
and growing, it is still not too
late to get on needed fertilizer,
according to Midwestern
agronomists. They recom-
mend sidedressing as soon as
possible, or even aerial ap-
plications later in the season.
Liquid fertilizers are
especially adaptable to post-
emergence applications, the
experts say, because they can
be put down easily and ac-
curately in a number of:dif-
ferent ways.






For fast, easy shop or field
assembly of vibration-proof
fuel, oil, hydraulic, water and
air lines, keep a stock of
Stratoflex fittings and bulk
hose in stock at all times.
Stratoflex detachable, reusa-
ble fittings assure leak-proof
connections Stratoflex
hose has the flexibility and







Hwy 641 Se idurrey,Ky.
pointing out to their customers
that one of the be ways to
apply fertilizer solutions
quickly between rows of
growing corn is to use tractor-
mounted saddle tanks which
many farmers already have
rigged for herbicide ap-
plications. A conventional
spray boom can be adjusted to
dribble or spray the liquid
fertilizer as sidedressing
between the rows.
"Saddle tanks also can be
adapted so that fertilizer
solutions can be applied in
conjunction with cultivation or
other tillage equipment,"
explains 011ie Myers, owner of
Myers, Inc., Lexington,
Illinois.
"Growers planning to use
their saddle tank equipment
should check with their dealer
to be sure their pumps and
spray nozzles are suitable for
fertilizer use," adds Red
Senesac, of Senesac, Inc.,
Fowler, Indiana. He says that
conventional pull-type
sprayers - with saddle tanks
also can be rigged for liquid
fertilizer applications.
"And if spray equipment is
not available on the farm,
don't forget to consult with
liquid fertilizer dealers. Many
have equipment for post-
emergence applications," Mr.
Senesac advises.
Experiments show that two
percent of total seasonal
nitrogen moves into the plant
during the first 30 days. Even
by the end of the second
month, only about 41 percent
of the total requirements are
drawn up. But during
tasseling and siliting in the
third month, 69 pounds are
gobbled up, nearly half the
seasonal use.
"Our data shows that late
application will utilize
nitrogen applied and give good
yield response," observes Dr.
Bob Hoeft, University of
Illinois agronomist. "We have
proved this with air ap-
plications as late as one week
before tasseling."
The upshot: Don't hold back
feeding your crop just because
the plants are already up and
growing. Peak fertilizer use,
especially nitrogen, comes
later in the season. Post-
emergence application can
take advantage of the plants'
needs with the same yield
advantage as preplant or fall
applications of fertilizer.
Sums up Allied Chemical
Agronomist., Don Jklinson:
"We are all creatures of habit
and the trend has been to
apply fertilizer preplant. A
season like this one is ex-
tremely frustrating, but there
Is no need to skimp on fer-
tilizer when liquids offer an






Local farmers now have available an ex-
cellent group - major medical hospital
coverage. Many area farmers enrolled in
this plan last year. This is the same,com-
pony that handles the group insuranie for
many local firms - such as:





Freed Cotham Co. Inc.




Take Advantage Of Group Rates And Group
Coverage
For Information Call
Steve Payne-759-1134 Max Underwood-753-4179




DWAIN McKINNEY showed the 4-H grand champion Holstein in the recent district
dairy show. Presenting the awards are Marilyn Howard and Kim Shelton.
Moto' by Jennie B. Gordon
County Farmers, Interested
Persons Invited To Crop Tour
By Johnnie Stockdale
Calloway County farmers
and other interested persons
are invited to attend a farm
crops tour Thursday, July
26th. This tour will be
designed to help update those
present on the _ newest
research and methods of crop
production in agriculture.
Agencies involved in planning
the days activities were:
Calloway County Farm





Department and the Calloway
County Adult Farmer
;ingrain.
The tourwill begin at 9:30
a.m. at the West Kentucky
Exposition Center on College
Farm Road. Busses will be
provided and everyone is
encouraged to ride these. The
first stop will be at the Bethel
Richardson farm on the Oaks
Country Club Road to see
various Johnsongrass control
measures. Dr. Bill Witt, ex-
tension weeds specialist, will
be on hand to discuss this
problem and ways vfith which
we can cope with it. Several
types of sprayers are now
available to aid in John-
songrass control. Two types,
the recirculating Sprayer and
the rope-wick applicator will
be-tin hand for you to view.
The second stop on the tour
will be to see No-till corn,
planted in standing wheat on
the Mason Billington Farm.
Erosion is one of our major
problems in agriculture and
an increase in no-till acres can
help to eliminate this waste of
land and resources.
The group will then return to
the West Kentucky Exposition
Center for lunch. The meal










The first stop after -lunch
will be on the Murray State
Formers Given Advice On
Beef Sector Of Industry
Four men whose business is
to stay abreast of occurrences
in Kentucky's agricultural
industry recently offered
some timely advice to farmers
in the beef cattle sector of the
industry.
The occasion was ,Beef




Lexington. The luncheon topic
was "The Good Times — How
To Make Them Last."
One piece of succinct advice
came from Lowell Atwood,
vice president and credit
manager of Central Kentucky
Production Credit
Association. He told listeners,
"if %you've got a sound
progrard,- follow that
fr program: 'Don't change just
because the cattle market has
changed."
Atwood suggested the high
side of the price cycle is the
time for beef cattle producers
to get their programs in shape
management-wise. That will
help a producer weather the
low side of the cycle, although
Atwood said he thinks "there
are ways to keep this thing
going several years."
Oran Little, associate dean
for research in the College of
Agriculture, told those at-
tending the field day that
"history tells us we won't keep
(these) prices."
Saying that the future of the
state's agriculture industry
depends on what the beef
industry does, Little stressed
the need .for researchers,
facilities and funds to ac-
complish what beef producers
require to maintain a viable
industry.
Advice in a somewhat
different vein was offered by





"We've got laws up there
Washington) that are passing
everyday that you don't even
know about," said Lovell. He
added, "It's up to you, not the
university or the county
agents, to keep up with these
things."
Loyell warned, "We've got
to be inUtul careful and not
price ourselves out of the
market." He suggested the
reason there hasn't been more
opposition to high beef prices
is because the gas situation is
taking people's minds off
other commodities.
The other speaker called on
for advice at the field day
represented Kentucky
Agriculture Commissioner
Tom Harris who was unable to
attend the session.
J. D. ,Wolfe, an ad-
ministrative *assistant to the
state veterinarian, discussed
the importance of calfhood
vaccination, identifying cattle
and brucellosis testing. He
said all these steps have
improved the offerings of
Kentucky producers and




We've Got the Shield
for You
University farm where Dr.
Lloyd Murdock, University of
Kentucky and Dr. John
Mikulchik, Murray State
University will discuss soil
compaction.
At approximately 2:00 the
tours will move to the Jr.
Compton farm in the Kirksey
community to view no-till
soybeans. Several test plots
will be seen showing the
difference in various
management systems for
planting of soybeans following
wheat harvest.
The final stop will be at the
Danny Cunningham farm to
see a soybean variety trial.
The U. K. Extension Service'
has sixty varietys of beans
planted for your observation
and information.
These tours are planned
with the farmers interest in
mind. Hopefully you will at-
tend and learn something that





One of the nicest features
of the Easter ham is that it
can be enjoyed long after the
' holiday feast has ended. Left-
- avers in form of sandwiches,
salads, soaps and sauces are
-just some of the ways ham
can come to the table the sec
cod time around.
For a hearty one-dish meal,
bake the ham in a rAcserole
with vegetables and a corn
bread topping, 'suggests the
National Live Stock and Meat
Board. Inspired by popular
succotash, this Southern-style
dish calls for diced ham com-
bined with lima beans and
cream-style corn and is sea-
soned with mustard and onion.
Corn muffia mix ttlakes the
golden brosFi t913 ecisy-
KRIT STUBBLEHELD showed the grand champion Jersey in the FFA district dairy show
here recently. Ricky Cunningham, state FFA vice-president, makes the presentation.
MIKE ROGERS accepts the plaque and ribbon for the FFA grand champion Holstein at
the recent district diary show from state FFA vice-president Ricky Cunningham.
CHUCK MARTIN accepts the award for the 4-H grand champion jersey in the recent
district dairy show from Marilyn Howard.
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK Co:lep- of Agriculture
When substituting honey
for sugar, remember you
shtaild use honey for only part
ofAie sugar. But don't forget
that sugar is less expensive to
use, say Extension food
specialists with UK's Colley
of Agriculture.
FARMERS!









We Will le Closed
Sat. & Sun.,
Until Aug. 15th






We'd love to see you in person every time you bank
with us. But you're busy. We know that. That's why
we offer Bank-By-Mail. We'll provide you with
mailing envelop e4 and deposit slips. You mail them
in with your deposit. We'll send back the receipt.
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Best Selected Picture In Simple Frame
1. Mrs. Herman Darnell
2. John Kautunan
3. John Kautzman
Best Selected Picture In Antique Frame
1. Mrs Herman Darnel.
2. John Kautzman
3. John Kautzman





2. Mrs. Herman Darnell
Cooper Tooling
1. David Grady




2. Mrs. Herman Darnell














• 1. ray Manning
2 Shay Mitchell
Pine Case Decuratioas
1 Mrs Herman Darnell
Dry Flower Pictures











































signs on your farm









































I. Mrs. Hugh Gingles
2. Cotiel Bazzell



















3. Mrs. Herman Darnell
Yarn Pictures










1. Clara Jean Paschall
2. Terry Lynn Paschall
3. Clara Jean Paschall
Coasted Cross Stitch Articles

















Arrangemest el 'id Faeilaase names
1 Tempest Paschall-- -
3. Del Frazier
Arrangmeut for Dinner Table
1 011Ui Darnell







African Violet any Mad
1. Katherine Ray
Non Flowering Hoare Plant
1. Katherine Ray
Hybrid Rose Os Coca Cola bone j
1. Jane Potts
2 Tempest Paschall .
3 Wanda Crosby




Flowering ; ha Coke bottle
1. Lucille Potts
2. Chia Darnell
3 Lorene Wilson '








Dried Arrangement in Frame
1. Otna Darned
2. L. Frances Stubblefield
3 Marlene Beach
Artificial Arrangement M Frame
1 Dina Darnell




















Arrangement of flowers with thread
1. Chna Darnell





















Let's Bees Cooking; Blue LLSa
Howard & Champion
Off To A Good Start - Blue Dawn
Roesch & Champion; Red Denise Ran-
dolph
It's Time Fer Lusa - Blue Rita
Elkins & Champion, Red Gaye Martin
Ters Entertain - Blue Trisha Clark &
Champion
DIVISION B
4--H Arts & Crafts
Stitchery - Michelle Jarrett - Blue &
Champion, Trisha Clark - Blue, Carla
Beach - Blue, Alicia Stubblefield-Red;
Tracy Beach - Red; David Grady- Red
Painting - Michelle Jarrett - Blue &
Champion. Leland Steely - Blue; Absha
Stubblefield - Blue: Mart Bazzell - Blue,
Melissa Manning. Jennifer Jarett - Red ,
David Grady - Red. Trisha Clark -
Weaving - Mark Buten - Blue &
Champion. Allah& Stubblefield - Blue,
Jennifer Jarrett - Blue, Michelle Jarrett
Pottery - Raymond - Red & Cham-
pion
Others Nort.lated - Peggy Bamford -
Blue at Champion. Mark Hissed - Blue,
Michelle Jarrett - Blue. Jennifer Jarrett
- Blue, Carla Beach- Blue; Rex Morgan
- Blue, David Grady - Red, Raymond
Grady - Red; Vicki Grady- Red; Denise
Randolph - Red, Mark Caoper - Red; Joe
Morgan- Red
Drawing - Truha Clark - Blue &
Champion. Mark Bazzell - Blue,
Michelle Jarrett - Blue; Raymond
Grady - Red. David Grady - Red
Sand Sculptor? - Mark llama - Blue
& Champion, Jennifer Ja rrett -B 1 ue
Michelle Jarrett - Blue, Truiha Clark -
Blue
String Art - Leigh Ann Steely-Blue
Champion; Mark Bazzell - Blue
Macrame - Michelle Jarrett - Blue &
Champion , Gaye Martin - Blue. Mark
Bazzell -Blue; Carla Beach- Red; Tracy
Beach - Red; Vickie Grady- Red
Christmas Crate - Michelle Jarred -
Blue & Champion. Tracy Beach - Blue,
Leigh Ann Steely Red, Leland Steely -
Red, Nicole Bartell - Red ; Mark Barred
- Red: David Grady - Red: Raymond
G ra d y -Red ; Vickie G rady -Red Jennifer
Jarrett-Red; Gave Martin-Red
Ceramics - Mark Bartell - Blue &
Champion; Leigh Ann Steely - Blue,
Leland Steely - Blue, Nicole Smell -
Blue; Carla Beach - Blue; Melissa Man-
ning Blue; Mark Cooper - Blue
Jr. Girls Camp Crafts-Michene Jar-
rett - Kart & Champion; Dana Cunn-
Ingham - Red, Jennifer Jarrett - Red,
Alisha Stubbleftekl - Red, Leigh Ann
Steely Red, Tina Baker- Red
Horticulture Craft; - Nicole Barmen -
Blue as Champion. Mark Buten - Blue,
Vickie Grady- Blue
Scrap Art
Mark Benet' - Had & Champion
Vickie Grady - Red, David Grady- Red
BaDreettuMue & Champion, Michelle
se Mange - Mark
Jarrett - Blue , Vickie Grady -Blue, Beth
Ferrell - Red; Denise Randolph - Red
DIVISION B
4-H Horticama
Best Garden Display -Denese Cunn-
ingham - Blue & Champion. Trisha
Clark - Blue; Jennifer Jarrett - Bluei
Raymond Grady - Red, David Grady -
Red; Vickie Grady - Red; Dana Cunn-
ingham - Red; Michelle Jarrett, Red
Best 5 Tomatoes - Mark Russell -
Blue & Champion, Leland Steely - Red,
Raymond Grady - White, David Grady -
White; Vickie Grady - White
Best I pods of Okra - Jennifer Jarrett
- Blue & Champion; Mark Hawn - Blue,
Raymond Grady - Red; Michelle Jarrett
- Red, David Grady - White, Vickie
Grady - White
Best 5 had Potatoes - Dana Cunn-
ingham - Blue & Champion; Vickie
Grady - Blue; Trisha Clark - Blue, Ray-
mond Grady - Red; David Grady - Red.
Mark Bazzell-Red; . Denese
Cunningham -Red . Michelle J a rrett -
White Jennifer Jarrett-White
Best plate Gress Beam sambaed -
Trisha -Clark - Blue & Champion, Ray-
mond Grady - Blue; John Nix - Blue.
David Grady - Red; Vickie Grady - Red,
Denese Cunningham- Red; Dana Cunn-
ingham - While
Best pate Lima Beans ) tozahelled
Denese Cunningham - Blue & Champion
Best plate Pees ; unshelled i - Vickie
Grady - Blue & Champion; Raymond
Grady - Red , David G ratty -Red
Best 5 Cucumbers - Vickie Grady -
Blue & Cluunpice, Mark Bazzell - Blue,
Denese Cunningham - Blue, Ditna Cunn-
ingham - Blue, David Grady- Red. John
Nix - Red, Trisha Clark - Red; Raymond
Grady • White, Michelle Jarrett - White,
Jennifer Jarrett - White
Best 5 Oahms - Jennifer Jarrett. Blue
& Champion, David Grady - Blue, Mark
Bused Red; Michelle Jarred Red .
Raymond Grady - White
Best bilasimeloa or Cantaloupe -
Jennifer Jarrett - Blue & Champion.
Michelle Jarrett -Red
Best 3 Squash - Trisha Clark - Blue &
Champion; Dana Cunningham - Blue.
Michelle Jarrett - Blue Raymond
Grady - Red, David Grady - Red, Mark
Baltzell - Red, Vickie Grady - White,
Denese Cunningham - White, Jennifer
Jarrett - White
Best 5 Sweet Peppers - John Nix -
Blue & Champion. Raymond Grady -
Red, Dana Cwintrigharn Red , David
Grady - White. Vickie Grady - White
Best 5 Het Peppers - Vickie Grady -
Blue & Champion, Raymond Grady
Blue, David Grady - Blue
Best 3 Ears of Sweet Can - Jennifer
Jarrett - Blue & Champion, Michelle
Jarrett - Blue, Denese cunning ham -
Red
Best 5 tarred& )with tops left
 on; -
Dana Cunrunghiun • Blue & 
Champion.
Raymond Grady • Red, Day id 
Grady -
White, VIckle Grady - White
Best 5 Appies ;limy variety -
 Truths
Clart Blue & Champion
Best Oniamental Gourds - 
V keine
Grady • Blue & Cuunpion
Best Panipids - Michelle 
Jarrett -
Blue & Champion, Jennifer 
Jarrett -
Blue
Best 1 Head Cabbage - John 
Nil -
Blue & Champion. Mark Bawd 
- Blue.
Trisha Clark Blue, Vickie Gra
dy - Red.1
Dana cunrunghain - Red, 
Jennifer Jar-
red - Red. Raymond Grady 
- White.
David Grady White, Denese 
Cunn-
ingham White Michelle Jarre
tt - White
Miscellaneous - Dana Cunningham 
-
Blue & Champion, VICILle Grad
y - Blue,
Jennifer Grady • Blue, Raymond 
Grady
- Red, David Grady - Red, 
Denese Cunn-
ingham Red, Michelle Jarrett - 
Red
Terrarium - container mast be 
closed
- Amy Carraway • Blue - 
Champion
David Grady - Red, Viclue 
Gredy -
White, Tina Baker-White.
Desert Deb Garden - Amy Cerra way
Blue & Campion. Alicia Stubblefield
Fad, David Grady - White, Vicki Grady
- White, Michelle Jarrett White
DIVISION B
4-H Woodcraft
UM I - Charles Martin - Blue &
Champion; Gaye Martin- Blue
Unit U - Lisa Howard - Blue & Cham-
pion
DIVISION B
Knettrig & Crocheting 4-H
Call HI linens - Gaye Martin Blue
& Champion
Usk al trochees's - Leland Sleely •
Blue& Champion
 - DIVISION B .
_MJ Room Furnichhigs
Sobi se Throw Pillow (cording; =-
Carla Beach Blue & Champion
Pillow Witham( Cording - Peggy
Basal urd Blue 1. Champion . Trisha
Clark - Red
Accessory - repaired, painted. mu-
gged - Tracy Beach - Blue & Champion
(Continued On Page 7 )
Tragedy can strike if
you don't take care.





Don't Bet the Farm
on Safety
The odds are high that costly and
tragic losses will roll your way. . .
unless you safeguard your property
against potential accidents. Check
machines for unsafe operating condi-
tions. Repair faulty wiring. Fill -
dangerous field depressions. Mendi
broken fencing. Be certain your pond
is safe. Adding all these preventive
measures pays off with profits.




















Compare! No other truck








matics, manuals to 13 speeds.
• Greatest shoulder room of
any medium or medium-
heavy made.
• Modular electrical system
with centralized in-cab
relay panel.
• Beefy steel frame to 110,000
PSI, with no bolts on the
frame flanges.'
• Easy-access 700 tilt hood -
standard equipment.
• 30% more powerful brakes
than current vacuum systems.
• In-dash Blend-Air heater/air
conditioner system available.
• One-piece door frame with
one-piece door inner panel.
• Recessed cab marker lights
featuring one-piece Lexan*
assembly.
Come in and see your
kind of truck today!
Obey farm sat ety regulations








County Fair Winners Added Heifer Raising Interest
(Continued From Page 61
DIVISION B
4-H Crops
Best 3 stalks of can - Dana CAM/1-
tngham-Blue & Champion. Deana Cun-
ningham - Blur. Denese Cunningham -
Blue
Best Stalk of Barley Tobacco - John
Warren Nix. Blue S, Champion
DIVISION B
4-H Clothing
stitching Fun - Denise Randolph-
( Blue & Champion
-- Pattern - Lon ilurkeen-lilue
Llaruom..1.4elea Ann Steel) -B I ur
sontelarsas - Dana Cunningham -
Blue Champion: Dawn Borsch. Red.
Lisa Howard-White
Sportswear - Tracy Beach - Blue &
Champion
Paawear - Gaye Martin - Red &
Champion
Intermediate Dress - Carla Beach -
Red & Champion
Special Or-canoe - Patti Robinson -
Rei&Champkan




Quart Tomato Juice - Trisha Clark -
Blue & Champion. David Grady - Blue;
Vicki Grady - Blue. Mark Baniell - Red
Quart Whisk Tomatoes - David
Grady • Blue & Champion. Alark Bartell
- Blue; Jennifer Jarrett Red; Vicki
Grady - White , Trisha Clark - White
Quart Baby Beets oat pickled) -
David Grady-Blue & Champion. Vickie
Grady-Red
Quart Green seam - David Grady -
Blue & Champion; Viciu Grady - Blue
Plat Cora - Trisha Clark - Blue &
Champion
Quart of Blackberries - Mark Banned
- Blue & Champion
Quart Peaches - Trisha Clark - Blue
&Champion
Qsart Pears - Jennifer Jarrett - Blue
& Champion; Alicia Stubblefield - Blue,
David Grady - Red; Vicki Grady - Red
Plat Relish - David Grad Y: - Blue &
Champion, Alicia Stubblefield - Blue;
Mark Banell - Blue; Vicki Grady -Blue;
Trisha Clark -Blue
Phut of Blackberry Jam I troll crashed
seed Wended) - Trisha Clark - Blue &
Champion
Unit II Caaang - David Grady - Blue
& Champion
Unit I Casialag - Dana Cunningham -
Blue & Champion; Vicki Grady -Blue




Call 1.1 Study Lamp - assembled from
kit - Re: Morgan. Blue I, Champion
DIVISION B
4-ft Posterl
Sewing - Mark Banned - Blue &:
Champion, Dana Cunningham - Blue;
Nicole Enamel] - Blue
Breakfast - David Grady - Blue &
Champion Mark Ban.ell - Blue; Vicki
Grady -Blue
Table - Deana Cunningham -
Blue & Chaxppion, Jennifer Jarrett -
Blue, Demur Itandolph -Blue
Feed & Nubians - Mark &men -
Blue & Champion, Deana Ciuutingham -
Blue, Denise Randolph - Blue; Tracy
Beach - Red, Jennifer Jarrett - Red,
David Grady - Red
Animal Science - Deana Cunningham
- Blue & Champion
Electrical - Mark Baztell - Blue &
Champion
Science - Mark Bazz.ell - Blue &
Champion. Tracy Beach - Blue
Miscellaaeoas - Denese Cunningham
- Blue S Cliampiun, Charles Martin.
Deana Cunningham -Blue, David Grady
- Blue. Tracy Beach - Blue
DIVISION B
4-H Photography





1. Stubblefield Jersey Farm
2. Stubblefield Jersey Farm
3. Gaye Martin
4. Stubblefield Jersey Farm
5. Stan Tidwell
6. Murray State University Jersey
Farm
7„. Howards Jersey Farm
8 Murray State University Jersey
Farm
9. Murray State University Farm
Fall Senior Calf
I. Greenland Jersey Farms
2 Stubblefield Jersey Farm
3 Chuck Martin
4 Stubblefield Jersey Farm
5 Sherri Tidwell
Summer Senior Calf
1. Greenland Jersey Farms
2. Stubblefield Jersey Farms
3. Stubblefield Jersey Farms
4 Greenland Jersey Farms




2. Greenland Jersey Farms
3. Murray State University Jersey
Farm
4. Stubblefield Jersey Farm
5. Murray State University Jersey
Farm
6. Stud Tidwell
&WM Yearling loot fa milk)
I. Stubblefield Jersey Farm
2. Stubblefield Jersey Farm 9
3. Greenland Jersey Farms
1. Howards Jersey Farm
5 Paschall Jersey Farm






Cow, 2 year old
I. Greenland Jersey Farms
2. Greenland Jersey Farms
3. Stubblefield Jersey Farms
4. Paschall Jersey Farms
5. Joey Pendleton
6 Murray State University Jersey
Farm .
7 Stubblefield Jersey Farm







!MG Equipment, Inc. *x
Your Allis-Chalmers-New idea Dealer
'Service is our business' Ph (901)642-1242
the Tractor Specialist presents
The CASE.,
108 hp* 2090 (10 kw)
New 504 cube Case-built diesel. New "President's Chair.- New cab New hydraulics. new transmission
dozens more features for _hour, comfort and field productivity. Whether you're a "case man" or not.
you should see this new farm power . • from the company that builds nothing but tractcis serve the
agricultural market. •ur in pro • -
Stop in. Soo and drive the 2090
McKee! Equipment Co. Eale
503 Walnut 7S3-3062
S. Lewis Blackketter
COW , 3 years old
1. Greenland Jersey Farms
2. Stubblefield Jersey Farms
3. Paschall Jersey Farm
4. Paschall Jersey Farm
5. Greenland Jersey Farm
6. Howards Jersey Farm
7. Joey Pendleton
S. Lewis Blackketter
9. Stubblefield Jersey Farm
10. Stubblefield Jersey Farm
Caw, 4 years old
I. Howards Jersey Farm
2. Greenland Jersey Farm
1. Paschall Jersey Farm
4. Murray State University Jersey
Farm
5. Paschall Jersey Farm
Cow, 5 years old and over
1. Stubblefield Jersey Farm
2. Murray State University Jersey
Farm
3. Greenland Jersey Farm
4. Paschall Jersey Farm
S. Greenland Jersey Farm
6. Stubblefield Jersey Farm
7. Joey Pendleton
8. Paschall Jersey Farm









• Howard Jersey Farms
Get of Sire I 4 animals)
1. Greenland Jersey Farms
2. Greenland Jersey Farms
3 Stubblefield, Jersey Farms
4. Stubblefield Jersey Farms
Dairy Herd 14 animals owned by one ex-
hibitor 1
1 Greenland Jersey Farms
2. Stubblefield Jersey Farms
3. Greenland Jersey Farms
4. Paschall Jersey Farms
5. Stubblefield Jersey Farm
6. Murray State University Jersey
Farm
7. Howard Jersey Farm
Produce of Dam
1 Greenland Jersey Farm
2. Stubblefield Jersey Farm
Replacements Create Problems
Kentucky has seen a
tremendous growth in the last
two years in the number of
people interested in raising
heifer_ _replacements.
116-W-OV-efillle increased in-
terest has brought with it
additional problems for calf
raisers.
Gary T. Lane, Extension
specialist in dairy nutrition
and management at the
University of Kentucky, says
some calf raisers have
reported as high as 50 percent
death loss in their calves.
"Many people are importing
calves from New York,
Wisconsin, Pennsylvania and
other northern states and
growing them to weaning,
breeding age or to heavy
Springer condition before
selling," says the specialist.
He notes that there are no
regulations or uniform
guidelines applied to calves
this age entering the state.
Since most calves are order-
bought through a dealer, the
origin, history or care of the
calf is not usually known.
"The calf my have been
born in a maternity stall, pen,
loafing shed or open lot,"
points out Lane. "It may or
may not have nursed the dam.
Sanitary conditions of the
farm of origin may have been
excellent or poor."
He adds that the calf was
purchased from three days to
three weeks of age and mixed
with other calves at some
destination to form a load for
shipment. This provides an




reminds calf buyers, the calf
is stressed by travel, disease,
irregular feeding and en-
vironment. The trip to Ken-
tucky probably took 20-24
hours during which the calf
may have been exposed to
extremely hot or cold tem-
peratures and probably had no
feed or water.
"At this point," says Lane,
"unless the calf was very
healthy and had proper care
prior to shipment, its chances
of survival are not good."
Consumers Need To Know
More In Buying Vegetables
Fresh produce is packed
with nutrients and adds flavor
and color to any meal. But
consumers need to know what
to look for and what to avoid
when buying fresh fruits and
vegetables.
Quality is the key to
selecting fresh produce,.
Look for freshness. Avoid
green vegetables that have.
turned yellow and look for
other signs of aging such as
wilting, bruises, brown spots
or dryness. Also, vegetables
should be firm and crisp and
have very little waste.
Citrus fruits should be
heavy for their particular size.
If they are not, this is an in-
dication that the peeling is
heavy ind there is little juice.
Save money by buying fruits
and vegetables in season. This
is the best time for flavor and
lowest prices. But avoid
produce advertised as "first
season." The price may be
high and the quality low. It
could also have been har-
vested before maturity.
You can get your best buys
by buying produce during a
peak season. "Peak" in-
dicates most abundant and
usually least expensive
periods.
For example: July is a peak




July is also a good time to buy
fresh green beans, beets,
berries, sweet corn, lettuce,
Gardening Tips frorn Extension Specialists at the
University. of Kentucky College of Agriculture
It is a whole lot of pleas-
ure to talk to old-time farm-
ers and gardeners, especially
to those who still cling to the
quaint old methods of plant-
ing and harvesting crops. Just
like a good friend who at
90-odd years of age gni
"would rather work in a gar-
den than eat" and does.
"Why, we always did
things that way," she said.
"but we always raised plenty .
Maybe we would have any-
way, but we always planted
corn when we heard the first
whippoorwill holler in the
spring and . Irish potatoes
.t
4/4 during the dark nights 
of
March.
"We planted our first
beans on Good Friday; sowed
oats 4,n the mud 'andwheat in
the dust; soaked watermelons
and muskmelons overnight
before planting so as to have
sweeter fruit, and pulled our
potato onions before the first
rain in July to keep them
from rotting.
"When Weliiiifi-dry spell
we went to a meeting and
prayed for rain. When we had
too much rain and crabgrass
was taking the sorghum
patch, we prayed for it to
stop. When hail riddled the
tobacco and wind blew down.
the corn, papa always said man
proposes but God disposes
and let it go at that..Yeah. I
still follow some of the old
farm and garden ways. Maybe
If I didn't, I'd raise good •gar-
de n truck anyway, but I
don't like to take chances
is get a lot of help, too, from
my County Extension Agent
who tells me how to keep
down the bugs, keep blight
from my tomatoes, and the
best fertilizer to use now that
I have no barnyard
manure . ..but as I said
before, I like to do some
things the old way."
"I'm a lot like that, too,"
said another old friend.
"Well, it's like this: I've got a
tractor and a ̀ rototiller', but I
always keep a good work
horse or mule around too.
There's nothing like a good
work animal to break up a
tater patch in the spring and
do other little gin jobs. It
don't take half an acre fora
mule to turn around in and it
won't tromp down the plants.
Besides, it makes a man feel
good to follow a plow in the
spring with robins and cow-
birds tracking behind to pick
up the worms.
"A tractor scares off the
birds and stinks up the air so
you .can't smell the odor
the -rtch- earthorth aPPk
blossoms, but you can get a
lot more done with it. To be
honest abcut it, I don't think
I'd like to go back to the
walking plow and other horse
drawn tools, even .if I was
able."
Yes, it is a pleasure and
one can learn much about
man's first employment by
visiting with our older genera-
tion of gardeners. They serve
as a good example of that old
dictum, "Be not the first by
which the new is tried, nor
yet the last to lay the old
aside."
lemons, limes, onions and
peppers.
Tomatoes are non-seasonal
but do fluctuate in price and
quality. The best time or the
peak season for tomatoes is
July.
This disadvantage of fresh
produce is that it will not last
as long as canned or frozen
fruits and vegetables. Fresh
produce will stay fresh for two
to five days. So only buy what
you can eat in a few days.
Keep produce in a cold,
humid place as the crisper of
your refrigerator to prevent it
from dyring out or going limp.
When the crisper is full, fresh
produce can be wrapped
lightly in plastic and stored on
a shelf in the refrigerator.
Chilling disrupts ripening so
don't refrigerate until fully
ripe.
To preserve the nutritional
value and fresh taste, most
vegetables should be cooked in
a covered saucepan in the
smallest amount of water
possible, such as when using a
steaming method or boiling.
This will prevent the loss of
nutrients, such as vitamin C
which is not stable and is lost
easiest, when vegetables are
cooked in a large amount of
water and without a cover.
By following these in-
structions, you will find that it
is simple to choose and use
fresh produce.
•
Noting that a few extra
dollars spent getting good
calves shipped can pay extra
dividends at weaning, lane
suggests several precautions
buyers can take to alleviatt:
the dangers associated with
calf purchasers:
-If at all possible, purchase
the calves directly from ' a
farm. Go to the purchase area
cood (41.7
Cents
Patch pockets or flaps that
simulate pockets require less
time to construct than welt
or flap pockets constructed in
a garment. Aesthetically they
may be just as pleasing as the
actual pocket, but they
require less skill and labor to
construct, say Extension
clothing specialists with UK's
College of Agriculture.
Protein Assurance
Fifty six grams of protein
a day is the recommended al-
lowance for the average adult
male; 46 grams a day for the
adult female. These require-
ments are not difficult to meet
since two 3-ounce servings of
cooked meat supply almost
all of the protein needed daily.
and personally inspect the
conditions of several farms.
Deal with the farmers directly
and encourage pre-shipment
treatment which will ensure
healthy calves.
-Arrange for the calves to
get colostrum at least 24 hours
and preferably for three days.
The first milk after birth,
colostrum contains antibodies
which help immunize the calf
against certain diseases. The
calf can absorb these only
during the first few hours
after birth.
-If it is not possible to
travel and buy direct, find a
dependable dealer and stress
the importance of pre-
shipment treatment to him.
Be very particular about the
kind of calves you buy and
reject any calves which do not
fit your specifications.
-Upon arrival, check .
calves for signs of scours or
dehydration. Any suspect
should be placed on an elec-
trolyte solution since a calf
can go several days without
feed but can survive only a
short time without fluids.
-Feed the calf one pint of
milk or an all-milk replacer
per 10 pounds of boyd weight.
Wean when the calf is eating
two or more pounds of a good
calf starter dry feed. Discuss





Don't Bet the Farm
on Safety
Why leave it to chance?
Put the odds in your favor
with a campaign to rid
















Play it safe. No farm is
immune to careless ac-
cidents, but you can
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Sportsmanship Is Rare Now Among Americans
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
Whatever happened to the
great American spirit of
sportsmanship?
Who tossed the dagger that
slew Grantland Rice's im-
mortal lines, ''When the one
Great Scorer comes to write
against your name...lt mat-
ters not whether you won or
lost, but how you played the
game?"
Who snuffed out Baron
Berre_de_c&likertin's theme
that the joy of Olympic sports
lies "not in winning but in
taking part?" What of the
Duke of Wellington's and
General MacArthur's
exhortations about the "fields
of friendly strife?"
Bosh! Sentimental rubbish,
you say, reviewing some of the
events that have occurred in
the last few weeks.
At Wimbledon, Jimmy
Connors loses a semifinal
tennis match to Bjorn Borg,
brushes past sedate All-
England Club officials, slams
the door of his limousine while
snapping, "You can take this
tournament and stuff it."
Al week later, Jimmy's pal,
Vitas Gerulaitis, normally a
very nice kid, loses a tennis
match at Forest Hills to
Poland's Wojtek Fibak. The incident provokes this
Instead of walking to the net dissertation from our Polish
for _a traditional handshake, guest: 4
. . . Reggie Jackson breaks up
Nolan Ryan's no-hitter in the ninth
and gestures to the press box as he
rounds first. "Bush," says Rod
Carew, "and I'm going to tell him
when I see him."
the playing pro of Studio 54 "These young American
players - they not only do notwheels, picks up his rackets Play
and flees the premises. act like gentlemen, but not
By Tony Wason
Mel Purcell had good reason to smile during a practice session last weekend. He plays Colin Dowdeswell in the first round
of the Louisville International Tennis Classic Tuesday.
like people. They grow up in a
way that they only know to
win. They never learn to lose.
They act like robots. They
have no manners."
In Seattle, the New York
Yankees take a drubbing from
the lowly Mariners and Lou
Piniella, with a short temper
fuse but normally pleasant,
flings a glove at the Mariners'
celebrated "Chicken" and
singes the entertainer's
feathers with searing epithets.
A couple of days later, Reggie
Jackatin breaks up Nolan
Ryan' S no-hitter in the ninth
and gestures to the press box
as he rounds first. "Bush,"
says Rod Carew, "and I'm
going to tell him when I see
him."
But the coup de grace of
Yankee arrogance and lack of
class is saved for the Pan Am
games in San Juan, Puerto
Rico, where our awesome red,
white and blue forces run
rough-shod over smaller and
weaker rivals of the
hemisphere.
This is an ideal platform for
Bobby Knight of Indiana
University, coach of the USA
basketball team, whose credo
win, win." -
First, with his team leading
the Virgin Islands by 35 points,
he berates an official so
vigorously he is thrown out of
the game. He draws a
reprimand from the Inter-
national Amateur Basketball
Federation.
He subjects one of his
players, Isiah Thomas, to a
brutal tongue lashing in front
of everyone, later grabs the
youngster and continues the
tirade as they trudge to the
lockerroom - an ugly,
demeaning act.
Then he gets into a rumpus
with a Puerto Rican cop.
Then the United States bests
the host country, Puerto Rieei
for the gold medal 113-94. Big
deal. The USA, birthplace and
capital of the hoop sport, a
r.at ion of 230 million, whips a
little island of 2.5 million.
Okay, Bobby, go blow your
horn.
Riding the shoulders of his
victorious players, the coach
raises his fist in a show of
defiance.
Riding the shoulders of his
victorious players, the coach
raises his fist in a show of
defiance. Later, he says, "The
only people on this whole
gouddamn island I care about
are my players."
It isn't a scene to_ riaake an
American -ifee41.--X-givea us
pause to wonder: It is 1979.
America, do you know where
your children are?
Defending Champion Solomon
Top-Seeded For Tennis Classic
By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE Two
diminutive men who corn--
.bined to win big money last
year are the favorites entering
today's first round of the
$175,000 Louisville Inter-
national Tennis Classic.
With the world's top seven
players elsewhere, No. 8
Harold Solomon carries the
top seed into the 10th annual
Louisville tournament.
Solomon, who captured the
title here last year, won
$353.234 last year, while the
No. 2 , seed, Eddie Dibbs,
garnered $575,273. Dibbs is
ranked ninth in the world.
Solomon opens defense of
his title tonight against
Francisco Gonzalez. Dibbs
makes his first appearance
Tuesday.
'Neither Solomon nor Dibbs
has drawn the publicity ac-
corded to the likes of Bjorn
Borg, Guillermo Vitas, Jimmy
Conners and Roscoe Tanner.
Butihe money figures behind
each name indicate that the
two are far from being bums.
Still, the Louisville tour-
nament has suffered an
identity crisis the past few
years, despite raising its prize
money, because the "name"
players refuse invitations.
"It has been a little more
difficult the last four years,"
said Sam English, co-
chairman of the Louisville
tournament.
"There's so much prize
money in the game today (91
tournaments with purses over
$12 million) the guys can play
less," he said. "Back in 1970,
they had to play all the time to
make a good living. Now they
can play occasionally and
make as much money.
"From the promoter and
sponsor point of view, the
schedule is too crowded,"
English added. "There are too
many big money events.
Tokyo, Hamburg and
Stockholm are just as im-
portant as Louisville. A great
player like Borg can stay in
Europe and play good even-
Go-For-Broke Style
'Lady Luck' Helps Ballesteros Charge For British Open Title
By the Associated Press
LYTHAM ST. ANNES,
England - Severiano
Ballesteros, 170 pounds of
Spanish muscle and bounce,
destroyed the best America
could throw at him and won
the British Open Saturday.
-It was fun," said Seve
exuberantly after his victory.
wanted to win for Europe."
His one-under-par 283 for
the 72 holes was three strokes
better than Jack Nicklaus and
Ben Crenshaw and was ac-
complished in conditions far
different than those in Which
the golfer from Spain usually
Playa.
With 40-mile-an-hour winds
gusting down the back nine,
and in temperatures that
never topped the mid-50's
Ballesteros refused to play for
safety on Lytham's narrow
fairway flanked by tan-, thick
rough.
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Offer Good Through July 31 .0
length, he generally found
himself way off line, yet
almost always Lady Luck was
at his side to give him a
favorable lie.
In an Open in _which the
scores were high and the
temperatures low, Ballesteros
was the only player who
finished with sab-par figures.
Nicklaus, Crenshaw,
Open champion Hale I '
and Tom Watson all failed to
conquer the Lytham St.Annes
course, a jinx layout for
Americans.
Not since Bobby Jones won
here in 1926, has an American
taken a British Open played at
Lytham.
Local Sports
At one time Irwin looked
like he would do it as he
finished the third round with a
steady 2-under-par to lead the
field into the final round.
But Irwin blew up badly
vifth a 78 in the final round
" Saturday, finishing with a
horrendous back nine that
included five bogeys. -
Nicklaus, at one time
Saturday, looked as if his vast
experience would pull him
through. But he :started the
day with a bogey on the par 3
first hole, took three more
bogeys - two of them on the
back nine when he could least
afford them, and had to settle
for a 72 in the round and a tie
for second place at 286.
Crenshaw,too, had hopes at
one time of carrying off this
major golfing prize. He even
led for a brief moment, but
then fell victim to the
"fearsome five" - Lytham's
final five holes that spelled
disaster to the stars. He took a
double bogey 6 on the 17th and
had4io time to recover. He
shot a closing round 71.
Watson only briefly looked
like a possible winner, despite
a 68 in the second round. He
started Saturday 3-under par,
but promptly dropped six
strokes in five holes, and
finished in 81.
Crenshaw called Ballesteros
Cochran Wins Cobb Title;
Lamb Scores Ace At Oaks
PADUCAH. • - Russ
Cochran, riding the strength
of an opening-round 65,
coasted to a six-stroke victory
in the amateur_ division of the
Irving- Cobb golf cham-
pionships at Paxton Park
yesterday.
The Paducahan's 136 total
was the lowest among both
professionals and amateurs.
Charlie Gibson of Western
Springs, III, won the pro
division with 68-70-138.
Tied for second among the
amateurs with 142s were
Jimmy Brown and Bill
Blewett. Murrayan Jerry
Caldwell finished at 74-73-147.
Oaks Scramble
Truman Whitfield ran in a
12-foot birdie putt on the
second-playoff hole to give he
and teammate Jimmy Her-
ndon a victory in a two-player
scramble golf tournament
yesterday at the Oaks Country
Club.
In the women's scramble,
Mary Bogard and Della
Boggess teamed for 'a 77 to'
take first place, followed by
Carolyn Caldwell and Marilyn
Herndon (79) and Wanda
Brown-Jennifer Crass (79).
Jimmy Lamb used a hole-in-
one on the 200-yard, par-three
sixth hole to help he and
Richard Latimer to tie with
Whitfield and Herndon with
five-under-par 67s after 18
holes.
Lamb also holed out his
approach shot on the 345-yard,
par-four 11th hole for an eagle.
After both teams parred the
first sudden-death hole,
Wgitfield's putt ended the
affair.
Charlie Hargrove and
Norman Lane turned in a 68 to
tie for second with Purdom
Lovett and Jim Johnson,
followed by Mickey Boggess
and Tommy Mohon (69) and
Bill I3ogard and Jim Neale
(69).
Tennis
PADUCAH - _ Topseeded
Jeff Leeper, a former member
af. the Murray State tennis
team, defeated fellow
Paducahan Larry Heflin 6-2,6-
2 to win the championship of
the Paducah Sun open tennis
tournament yesterday.
Heflin had upset No. 2 seed
Roger Westphal, another
former MSU netter, in the
semifinals.
Murrayan Kathy Outland
fell to eventual champion
April Horning of Harrisburg,
ni., in the semifinals of the
women's draw. Horning
defeated Jeannie Jones 6-2,6-3
in the final.
Jr. High Football
Mutr ay Middle School
eighth-graders who play to
participate in football this fall
should report to the Calloway
County Heath Center for
preliminary physical
examinations on any Tuesday
or Thursday between Tuesday
and Aug. 21, a school official
has annouced.
"the most exciting player I've
seen since Arnold Palmer,"
and the exuberant young
Spaniard played like it.
Although his ball went astray
time after time, he always hit
himself out of bunkers, rough,
and once, out of a parking lot.
He turned in a 70 on the last
day.
Not once did he fall behind
par. There were times -
particularly at the start of the
homeward nine and again on
the 14th hole, when hislead
looked in danger of being
whittled away, first by the
unknown Australian Rodger
Davis and afterwards by
Crenshaw.
In fact, he noted, about two-
thirds of the Grand Prix tennis
tournaments are held in
Europe.
Louisville's timing isn't the
best, either. Falling three
weeks after Wimbledon and
several weeks after the
French and Italian opens,
there is no incentive to use





An appearance in the McDonald's Classic, a trip to Tex-
as and one of the most impressive home slates in several
years highlight the 1979-80 men's basketball schedule at
Murray State University.
The Racers have 14 home contests, including seven Ohio
Valley Conference encounters, on their 26-game schedule.
The non-conference home calendar includes ap-
pearances by New Orleans, Samford, Arkansas State and
Georgia Southern. Murray State will host Roosevelt
University Dec.4 in the season opener.
The road portion of the schedule begins Dec 7-8 as the
Racers join San Francisco State, Pan American and host
Wichita State in the McDonald's Classic. Other road con-
tests include a visit to 1979 Southwest Conference co-
champion Texas, Metro 7 power Memphis State, and
Gerogia Southenr.
Murray State will also meet the OVC's newest member,
Akron, twice this season although the Zips will not be eligi-
ble for the league championship until the following
season. The Racers open the home portion of their OVC
schedule Jan. 10 as Morehead provides the opposition.
The Schedule:
Dec. 4, Roosevelt University; Dec. 7-8, at McDonald's
Classic (Pan American, San Francisco State, Murray
State ) ; Dec. 11, Arkansas State; Dec. 13, Georgia
Southern; Dec. 15, Towson State; Dec. 20, at Memphis
State: Dec. M at Texas,. -
Jan. 3, Missouri-St. Louis; Jan. 5, at Akron; Jan. 7, at
Tennessee Tech; Jan. 10, Morehead State; Jan. 12,
Eastern Kentucky; Jan. 14, Samford; Jan. 17, at Western
Kentucky; Jan. 19, Middle Tennessee; Jan. 24, at Austin
Peay ; Jan. 26, at Georgia Southern; Jan. 31, Akron.
Feb. 2, Tennessee Tech; Feb. 7, at Morehead State;
Feb: 9, at Eastern Kentucky; Feb. 14, at Middle Ten-
nessee; Feb. 16, Western Kentucky; Feb. 18, New
Orleans; Feb. 21, Austin Peay; Feb. 29 - March 1, OVC
Tournament
•
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Awards were presented to
participants of the Calloway
County High School basketball
camp in both 4-8 and 9-12
grades. 4-8 grade winners
)right) are, front row from
left : Chuck Adams, David
Dill, Scott Nix, Chris Sheridan
and Tommy Vance. In back
are Alan Cothran, Mark
Waldrop, Billy Collins, Denny
Jones, Daron Wilson and Cor-
ey Wells. Grades 9-12 winners
(below) are, front row: Ricky
Houston, Brian Duncan,
Kerry Ray, Brad Miller, De-
wayne Hill, Rob Anderson and
Gary Emerson. In back are
Richard Smotherman (most
valuable player), Ricky
Sheridan, Dan Key, Keith
Lovett, Rocky Hudson and
Marty McCuiston.
Pirate Power
By the Associated Press
Two weeks ago today, the
Pittsburgh Pirates were tied
for fourth place in the
National League East, seven
games behind the Montreal
Expos.
But they put together a four-
game winning streak, lost one
to Atlanta's Phil Niekro and
then won eight in a row.
Montreal still is in first, but
with a double-header sweep of
the Atlanta Braves on Sunday,
the Pirates moved to within
one-half game of the Expos.
The Pirates won the opener
5-4 on- pinch-hitter Mike
Easler's-two-run single in the
sixth inning after nearly four
hours of rain delays.
In the nightcap, right-
hander Jim Bibby smacked a
two-run homer, the second of
his major league career, and
handcuffed Atlanta on five
hits through eight innings for a
3-2 win.
In all, the double-header
took about 10 hours to play.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
said.
"First place. That's what
we want," Bibby added.
"First place is a good place to
be.
"We're known as a secon-
Pittsburgh Moves Closer
To East-Leading Expos
"Hey, the day is short when
you win," Bibby said. "It was
a short day at the ballpark
today."
Sipping on a beer in the
locker room, Bibby then
asked: "What are we in the
standings?"
' "Half a game back," replied
pitcher John Candelaria.
"No, we're tied, aren't we?"
Bibby asked.
Somebody then informed
him that Montreal had split a
double-header with San
Francisco.
did last year," Bibby said.
"But we weren't as far back at
the All-Star break as we were
last year, and I think the big
incentive is to get to first place





scoreless innings in the first
game and one in the second.
He now has 16 saves.
Elsewhere in the NL, Cin-
cinnati and Chicago split, the
Reds winning the opener 12-1
and the Cubs winning the
Had Montreal lost lvth second game 8-4; Los Angeles
games of the twinbill, the-, :edged the New York Meta 44+-
Pirates could have moved into Philadelphia whipped San
Diego 5-2, and Houston got by
St. Louis 7-6.
a tie for first place for the first
time this season. After losing
the opener 8-6, however, the
Expos collected 18 hits and Giants 8-5, Expos 6-15 - San
won the nightcap 15-5. Francisco left-hander Vida
"By the middle of next Blue turned in a strong per-
week, we'll be two up and formance until tiring in the
lookin' back," Candelaria ninth to pick up his 150th
career victory in the opener.
Bill North drove in three runs
for the Giants, one with a
home run.
Reds 12-4, Cubs 1-8 - Dave
dhalf ballclub. Look what we Concepcion hit his second
grand slam home run of the
season, capping Cincinnati's
five-run eighth inning, and
drove in five runs to power the
Reds over the Cubs in the
opener. Junior Kennedy also
had a two-run shot in the
opener, his first major league
homer.
Dodgers 4, Meta 3 - Dave-
Lopes pushed a perfect
squeeze bunt down the first
base line with one out in the
ninth, scoring Steve Yeager,
to give the Dodgers their win
over New York.
- 5, Padres 2 - Mike
Schmidt, the major league
leader, slammed his 33rd
home run of the season and
Greg Gross drove in two runs
with a single to give
Philadelphia right-hander
Nino Espinosa his fourth
consecutive victory.
Astros 7, Cards 6 - Jose
Cruz bounced an infield single
toward second base with two
out in the ninth inning to drive
in the winning run and snap
Houston's five-game losing
streak.
Brewers Capture 10th Straight
um Triumph, Trail Orioles By Four




W L Pct GB
Baltimore 63 32 663
Bon 58 34 f30
Milwaukee M 36 908 5
New York 52 44 542 11 is
Detroit 48 46 511 144
Cleveland 43 52 453 20
Toronto 29 69 296 351.1
WEST
Calif orrua 56 42 571
52 42 563 2
Texas 53 43 332 2
KAMM' City 46 49 484 81-i
QM:MP 44 52 468 11
WW1 42 56 429 14
)eidand . 26 72 265 30
Smadey's Games
Milwaukee 144, Cleveland 5-3
Detroit 1, Chicago 0
Boston I. California 5, 10 inning.
New York 4, Seattle 0
Baltimore 4, Oakland 1
lennamota 13, Toronto 1
14.41/1411I CIO 7, Texas 41
IdomMy's Games
Oakland :Keough 0411 at Baltimore
(Elanagan 134), In)
California (Frost 74) at Baden (Finch
6.1), in)
Milwaukee (Sorensen 1141 at Cleveland
I Wilkins 2-4). In)
Chicago :Trout 4-3) at Detroit (Baker 1-
6), in)
Seattle (Abbott 44) et Niiw York (Fig-
ueroa 3-11). In)
















W L Pct. GB
52 38 571 -
52 39 .571 k
50 40 41:4 2
52 43 147
45 45 MO 7




















Cincinnati 12-4, Chicago 1-8
San Francisco 114. Montreal 6-15
Houston 7, St Louis 8
Philadelphia 5, San Diego 2
Los Angeles 4, New York 3
Pittsburgh 5-3, Atlanta 4-2
Meselay's Gamel
Cincinnati (Norman 6-8 and Hume 6-61
at Chicago (Lamp 7-5 and Caudill 0-2), 2,
first game completion of suspended game
of May 10
Atlanta ) Niekro 13-11 and Brixsolara 5.
4 at Plitsbirgh (Etlyleven 72 and Rooker
2-4i, 2
Houston (J Niekro IS-Si at St Louis
' Fulgham 12), (n1
Philadelphia (Noles 2-2) at San Diego
Jones 641.
New York flrassier 3-21 at Loe Angeles
)Reuss 2-81, (n)
Montreal (Sehetseder 4-3) at San Fran.




ATLANTA BRAVES Placed Bit)




CLEVELAND BROWNS- Released Ken
Mama and Tam Higgins, linebackers,
Derrell Davis. safety. Len Mills, defensive
beck FA Delgado and One Johansson.
kickers Pat Healy. running beck, and
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS-Waived Albert
Jettertes, defensive end Placed Daryl
Brown and Marcus Starling. wide
receivers, on the wJured reserve list
LOS ANGELES RAMS--Signed Jeff
1111P n, defensive back, and 
Jose
rn, kidter Placed Ricky Behrend-
sen and Mike Evans, tackles, Mark DOVIS,
running back; James Johnson, defensive
end, (.'urtis Philyaw, safety, and Jerome
Young, wide receiver, on waivers.
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS-Released
'Fred Roth and Gary Embry, guards, Sam
twice Miro, tight end, Wade Bosarge and ,,, 
Thomas, running back. Nathaniel Young
Craig Cassidy, safeties, and Jesse Turn- and 
Frank Turner, defensive backs. Larry
bow, defensive Leckie 
Fallon, defensive back-wide receiver. and
DENVER BRONCOS- Released Randy Billy Stnith, defens
ive back AnnoUnced
Harrison, safety; Steve McDaniel., that Jerry 
Galloway and Kurt Rea,
tackle Tony Barnes, tight end 





Seven Seas is famous for the freshest of
North Atlantic and Gulf Coast Seafood,
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish and Sizzling
Steaks at refreshingly reasonable
prices. Anytime you're hungry, just feast
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BATTING )226 at bets): Foster, Cin-
cinnati, 333, Winfield, San Diego, .326,
Brock, St Lows, .324; Hernandez. St Lows,
322; Garvey, Los Angeles, .319
RUNS. Schmidt, Philadelphia, 71;
Matthews, Atlanta. 70; North, San
Francisco, 70; Royster, .Atlanta, 69;
Lopes, Los Angeles, 69
RBI. Winfield. San Diego, 74; Foster,
Cincinnati, 72, Kingman. Chicago, 71:
Schmidt, Philadelphia, 71, Clark, San
Francisco, 65
HITS Garvey, Los Angeles, 125;
Matthews, Atlanta, 122; Winfield, San
Diego, 121; Templeton, St 14U41. 117;
Moreno, Pittsburgh, 116
DOUBLES Matthews, Atlanta, 28;
Rase, Philadelphia. 24; Hernandez, St
Louis, 26, Reitz, St Lows. 25, Grtffey,
Cincinnati, 25
TRIPLES Templeton, St Louis, 11;
McBride, Philadelphia, 9, Scott., St Louis,
II; Winfield, San Diego. 9, Henderson, New
York
HOME RUNS, Schmidt, Philadelphia,
23, Kingman, Chicago, 29; Winfield, San
Diego, 23; Lopes, Los Angeles, 21;
Robinson, Pittsburgh, 20. Matthews,
Atlanta, 20; Foster, Cincinnati, 20
STOLEN BASES Moreno, Pittsburgh,
41; North, San Francisco, 39; Scott, St
Louis, 17; Scott, Montreal, 26; Cruz,
Houston, 25
PITCHING (9 Decisions): Thirow,
Chicago, 7-2_778, 2 16; .Martinez. St Louis,
93, 727, 2.96; Niekro, Houston, 13-5, .722,
3.16; Blyieven, Pittsburgh, 7-3, 700, 3.90;
LaCoss, Cincinnati, 9-4, -692, 2.81;
Andulint Houston, 11-5, 688, 270; Seaver,
Cinanati. 10-5, 667, 3.25; Udell. St Louis,
6-3. 667. 2 76
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING )225 at bets: Smalley,
Minnesota, .346; Downing, California,
245, Adams, Minnesota. 336; Lescano,
Milwaukee, .328: Lynn, Boston. .327.
RUNS: Lansford, Calif ornia, 74; Baylor,
California, 73; Brett, Kansas City, 73;
Jones, Seattle, 69; Otis, Kansas Qty, 68;
Smalley, Minnesota, 68.
RBI: Baylor, California, 86; Lynn,
Boston, 78; Rice, Boston, 69: Kemp,
Detroit, 69: Thomas, Milwaukee, 69;
Smalley, Minnesota, 69.
HITS, Brett, Kansas City, 129 Smalley,
Minnesota, 125; Lansford, California. 119;
Rice, Boston, 117; Molitor, Milwaukee,
117.
DOUBLES: Lynn, Boston, 26; Cooper
Milwaukee, 26; Washington, Chicago, 25.
Bochte, Seattle. 25; Lemon, Chicago, 24
TRIPLES- Brett, Kansas City, 12:
Molitor, Milwaukee, 8; Randolph, Sr.
York, 6; Wilson, Kansas City, 8; Porter.
-Kansas City, 7; Jones, Seattle, 7.
HOME RUNS: Lynn, Boston, 24; Baylor:
California, 24; Thomas, Milwaukee, B.
Singleton, Baltimore, 22; Rice, Boston, 21
STOLEN BASES: LeFlore, Detroit, 50;
Wilson, Kansas City, 39; Willa, Texas, 25:
Bonds, cleveland, 23; Cruz, Seattle, 23.
PITCHING f 9 Decisions': Davis. New
York, 8-1, .889, 2.03; Kern, Texas, 162.
433, 1.41; Zahn, Minnesota. 6-2, 800. 3.24:
Clear, California, 10-3, 769, 2.86; Barnes,
Chicago, 6-3, .727, 3.61; John, New York.
sa43-6, .722, 2.61; Slaton. Milwaukee, 10-4.
.714, 2.69; Palmer, Baltimore, 7-3. 700.
3.20.
STRIKEOUTS- Ryan. California, 166:
Guidry, New York, 115; Jenldns, Texas,
106; Flanagan, Baltimore, 96; EckersleY.





By the Associated Press
MOSCOW - "We used to
have sprinters that the' world
feared," said U.S. men's track
Coach Jimmy Carnes Sunday.
"We don't have that anymore.
"We're looking from
someone to break out of the
pack between now and 1980,"
Carnes added.
"We can pick any three of 20
sprinters in the United States
and come up with three good
ones and place two in the
finals here. But nobody
dominates. We need that'
someone for the Olympics."
Carnes made his comments
before the 100-meter dash at
the Spartacade Games at '
Lenin Stadium.
"Maybe Houston can be the
one," Carnes said, referring to
Houston McTear, the ope-time
Florida schoolboy sensation
who tied a world record for the
100-yard dash in 1975.
But McTear failed to
withstand a closing rush by
Cuba's Silvio Leonard in
Sunday's 100 and was nipped
at the wire. Leonard, a double
gold medalist at the recent
Pan American Ganes, was
timed in 10.30 seconds while
McTear registered 10.39.
Osvaldo Lara, another
Cuban ran ttprd in lb.41 and
Rich Edwards of the
University of Houston was
fourth in 10.43.
"I,eonard may be the
world's fastest human," said
Carnes, who added that he had
expected a faster time for the
100.
McTear, who attended two
junior colleges and now lives
in 'Santa Monica, Calif., has
been bothered by pulled leg
muscles in the past, which
cost him an Olympic berth in
1976.
"Everybody has always
expected a lot Of me," said
McTear,"I'm not a machine
but I'm always trying my
,best. This Season really isn't
important to me. Next year
means a lot because I missed
1976."
Again Sunday, McTear
showed his ability to get off to
a quick start but failed to
sustain it, giving way to
Leonard's powerful kick over
the last 30 meters and barely
holding on for second.
"All sprinters have a fear of
pulling (muscles)," said
Carnes before the race, "and
that could be McTear's
problem. He's strong in the 60
and 100 yards indoors and then
something's missing when he
increases it to 100 meters.-
Carnes, who will coach the
U.S. men's track team at the
Moscow Olympics. said his top
sprint prospects for next year
could come from among
Harvey Glance, James
Sanford and Steve Williams,
who has been out of action for





think they've found the' secret
to winning in the American
League East. With 10 straight
victories to their credit,
maybe the rest of the division
should listen to the Brewers.
"We've been a good hitting
team. The big difference this
year is that we have more
depth in our pitching," said
third baseman Sal Bando, a
veteran of three World
Championship teams with
Oakland. "We don't have to go
with three or four starters.
We've added guys like Jim
Slaton and Paul Mitchell.
That's been Baltimore's
secret - depth in pitching."
Milwaukee used some df
that mound depth - and a
heavyhitting attack - Sunday
to twice subdue the Cleveland
Indians, 14-5 and 5-3. The
slugging was provided by
Cecil Cooper, Sixto Lezcano
and Robin Yount in the opener
and Buck Martinez and Bando
in the second game. The
hurling was taken care of by
ace Mike Caldwell; 11-5, in the
first game and Mitchell, 2-6,




"You just can't make any
mistakes against that team,"
said Cleveland Manager Jeff
Torborg, whose club made
plenty of miscues against the
Brewers, who've won 27 of 36
since June 13. Milwaukee has
moved with five games of the
first-place Orioles, the closest
they've been since June 9.
The main Cleveland
mistake was by catcher Gary
Alexander on a foul pop off the
bat of Ben Oglivie in the third
inning. Alexander's muff
opened the way for five
unearned runs.
Cooper knocked in five runs
with a three-run home run and
a two-run shot, Lezcano had
four RBI on a two-run double
and" a two-run homer and
Robin Yount also had a two-
run homer.
_
In the nightcap, Bando and
Martinez each had two RBI
and Bill Castro contributed
two innings of solid relief.
"We've been doing a lot of
things right," said Milwaukee
Manager George Bamberger.
"But we've had to play this
well because Baltimore was...
playing great baseball and we
were falling further behind.
"The Orioles are still
playing great baseball, but
now picking up some
games apEm."
If the Brewers could con-
tinue playing Cleveland and
Toronto, who've been the
victims in all 10 games in the
Milwaukee streak, they might
not have to worry about
Baltimore or anybody else,
In other AL games, Kansas
City rode George Brett's three
homers past Texas 7-6; Boston
edged California 6-5 in 10
innings; Baltimore slipped by
Oakland 4-1, New York topped
Seattle 4-0; Minnesota
bombed Toronto 13-1, and
Detroit beat Chicago 1-0.
Royals 7, Rangers 6 - Brett
belted three home runs to lead
the Royals but it took a bases-
loaded RBI single 1, by Willie
Wilson to score the decisive
run in the ninth inning.
Red Sox 6, Angels 5 -
Boston won dramatically,
handing the Angels their
fourth straight defeat.
Trailing 5-2 entering the ninth,
Boston tied it on Dwight
Evans' three-run homer. The
Sox won it in the 10th_when
Fred 'Lynn -led off with a
single, Carl Yasttrzemski
walked and Bob Watson
singled Lynn home, handing
California relief ace Mark
Clear his third loss in 13
decisions.
By the Associated Press
Former Heavyweight Galento
Dies; Webring Wins His First
NEWARK, N.J. - Tony
Galento, one of the more
colorful figures in boxing, died
of a heart attack.'
"lento, 69, a former
heavyweight contender, won
won world-wide recognition in
the summer of 1939 when he
floored then heavyweight
champion Joe Louis in, their
title fight. ' --
ST. CHARLES, Mo. - Tight
end J.V. Cain, a brilliant
athlete whose National
Football League career hit a
snare 12 months earlier, died
following a cardiac arrest
suffered during a St. Louis
Cardinals practice.
COAL VALLEY, Ill. The
first PGA victory is always
special, but it had greater
meaning for D.A. Weibring,
who dedicated his triumph in
the $200,000 Quad Cities Open
to his ailing father who taught
him the game, and the golfer's
pregmint wife.
"I dedicatra the win to both
of them," said Weibring after
firing a sensational 65 in
Sunday's final round to stave
off a charge by Milwaukee
Open winnes Calvin Peete and
finish the tournament with a
record 266, 14-under par.
Moments after parring the
18th hole to assure the victory,
Weibring turned to his 62-
year-old father, who had
suffered a heart attack a week
ago, and said: "I tried hard
for you, Dad."
The elder Weibring grinned
broadly and exclaimed, "This
is the biggest thrill of my life."
The 26-year-old blond pro
said the victory was also
special for his wife, Kristy,
who is five months pregnant
with the couple's first child.
WASHINGTON - Top-
seeded Guillermo Vilas of
Argentina won the $175,000
Washington Star Tennis
Tournament after Victor
Pecci of Paraguay suffered an
injury in the tiebreaker of the
second set and was unable to
continue.
BAASTAD, Sweden - Bjorn
Borg fought off a late rtilly
from Hungary's Balazs
Taroczy and won 6-1, 7-5 to
score his third victory in the
$110,000 Swedish Open Tennis
Championships. Borg won
$15,000.
Orioles 4, A's 1 -.-Two RBIs
by Doug DeCinces and Eddie
Murray's 13th homer backed
Steve Stone's seven-hitter.
Stone, 7-7, had given up 21
home runs this season en-
tering the game, and gave up
one to Dave Revering in the
fourth inning. He then had to
face the Oakland first
baseman in the ninth with two
men on base.
Yankees 4, Mariners 0 -
Don Hood and Jim Kaat
combined on a three-hitter
and Thurman Munson dro.
in two runs or New York.
Hood got the nod when
scheduled starter Catfish
Hunter's father died. He
allowed all three hits and
Kaat, 2-1, allowed just ,one
walk in 42-3 innings.
Twins 13, Blue Jays 1 -
Glenn Adams paced a 17-hit
Minnesota attack with three
hits including a home run and
Rob Wilfong drove in three
runs. Unbeaten Pete Redfern
won his fifth game with relief
from Mike_ Marshall as the
Twins moved within two
games of first-place.
Tigers 1, White Sox 0 "'-
Detroit got just two hits but
one was Jerry Morales' RBI
single in the second, boosting
Milt Wilcox, 8-4, to his fourth
straight win. Randy Scarbery,
1-4, gave up both Tigers hits in







hearing loss includes 36
pages of information on all
hearing problems. It also
tells how medicine,
surgery or aids can help,
and is offered free to
anyone requesting it.
This Report doesn't sell
anything but is full of help-
ful facts. It is yours without
the usual Government
charge, so write for your
copy now. There's no cost
and certainly no obligation.
Thousands of copies have
already been mailed, so
write today to Dept. 02399,
Beltone Electronics Corp.,
4201 W. Victoria, Chicago,
111. 60646.
You are invited to shop and save at the largest Ford
Dealer in Western Ky. 48 different models with over 250 new
cars & trucks on our lot to choose from. This includes all
types of 4 wheel drives and your smaller gas saving cars &
trucks - We always have the best selection of used cars and
trucks. We want volume - We'll sell cheaper.
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Nine Persons Killed In
Weekend Traffic Wrecks
On Kentucky Highways
By The Associated Press
At least nine persons were
killed in weekend traffic
accidents on Kentucky high-
ways, according to state
police reports.
The deaths raise the state's
toll for year to 482, compared
with 440 through the same
period a year ago.
Nineteen-month-old.
Tranesha M. Willis of
Louisville was killed Sunday
when she was struck by a car
on a city street. No charges
were filed.
Police said Rowland
Downing, 42, of Olive Hill, died
about 11:45 a.m. Sunday when
his car collided with a coat
truck on Kentucky 40, one mili
east of Oil Springs.
Jerry Lee Stanton, 24, at
Jefferson County was killed
Sunday when the truck he was
driving went out of control on
a county road, struck a tree
and overturned.
A Florida youngster was
killed Saturday night in a
single-car crash on Interstate
64 in Bath County. State police
said William Hoak, 10, of
Miami, was killed when a car
driven by his mother left the
highway six miles east of
Owingsville and struck an
embankment.
• A single-car accident in
Perry County claimed the life
of a Campbellsville man. State
police said Orlando Stamper,
37, was killed when his car ran
off Kentucky 15 near Bon-
nyman.
Walter Ronnie, 26, of
Greensburg, died Saturday
night after a two-car crash in
Green County, state police
said. The accident occurred on
U.S. 68 near Greensburg.
A 75-year-old Scott County
man was struck and killed by
a car driven by a neighbor
while walking near his home
Saturday afternoon, state
police said. George Smith of
Stamping Ground tripped and
fell into the path of a car
driven by William Hunley
about three miles north of
Stamping Ground on Ken-
tucky 368. No charges were
filed.
A Shelbyville man was
killed Saturday night when the
motorcycle they were riding
ran off Kentucky 55, about 4',2
miles from Shelbyille. G ARY
Lynn Dennie, 24, driver of the
cycle, was pronounced dead
on arrival at Kings' Daughters
Hospital in Shelbyville.
George Day, 19, of
Brooksville, died when the
motorcycle he was riding
collided with an automobile in
Brooksville about 11:25
Saturday night. State police
said Day died at the
University of Kentucky





An increasing number of the
state's county attorneys are
participating in a state effort
to encourage court action for
child support cases.
Currently, 116 county at-
torneys participate in the pro-
gram, compared to 64 in
October 19'78, according to a
state Department for Human
Resources official. The
program is part of a national
project started three years




commissioner of the depart-
ment's Bureau for Social
Insurance, said the program's
main drawing card for county
attorneys is the federal
government's reimbursement
of 75 percent of many costs
?RESIDENT ELECTED
NEW YORK (AP) —
Alexander C. Hoffman has
been elected the new chair-
man of the Association.. of
American Publishers.
Hoffman is group vice
president of Doubleday & Co.
Hoffman succeeds Winthrop
Knowlton, chairman and chief
executive officer of Harper &
Row, as head of the trade
association which says it
"represents the majority of
book publishers in the United
States."
Other officers elected are:
Leo Albert (Prentice-Hall 1,
vice-chairman; Gordon R.
Hjalrnarson (Scott, Foresman
& Co.), secretary, and
Alexander J. Burke Jr.
(McGraw-Hill Book Co.),
treasurer.
associated with the establish-
ment and enforcement of child
support. obligations.
County fiscal courts pick up
the remaining 25 percent,
Waddell said.
Waddell said as an added
incentive, the federal
government pays county
attorneys 15 percent of all
child support collections used
to reimburse welfare
payments under the Aid to
Families with Dependent
Children program. More that
$350,000 was returned to
participating Kentucky
counties last year through the
15 percent .... incentive
payments, Waddell added.
The bureau's child support
enforcement division ad-
ministers the program. In
• addition to collecting and
distributing payments for the
care of children who lose
financial support from
parents, the division helps
locate missing parents and
helps establish paternity.
Harry Dickerson, division
director, said he hopes the
reimbursement and incentive
payments will prompt more




forcement actions are part of
acounty attorney's statutory
duties, we hope the program
will spark a more enthusiastic
attitude by county attorneys in
pursuing the actions,"
Dickerson said.
Dickerson said he hopes
fiscal courts recognize that
revenue resources available

















40- 411467..11111Se1 day you've got your choice
of a Baked Potato or French Fries. Toast










FOR COMMENDABLE SERVICE — Michael A. Ruccio, Murray, Route 3, has been
presented a special plague from the Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) Detach-
ment at MurPay State University in appreciation for his service as the Supply Technician
to the program from July, 1976, through May, 1979. A member of the US. Navy for
eight years, Ruccio, shown with Lt. CoL Randell Routt, professor of military science at
MSU (right), is now a distribution clerk for the U.S. Postal Service as well as a student at
Murray State. He and his wife, Diana, have two children, Kirsten, 8, and Michael, 6.
Allen Russell Represents
Local Kiwanis At Convention
Allen Russell, president of
the Murray Kiwanis Club, this
month represented the local
organization at the 64th an-
nual convention of Kiwanis
International held in Toronto,
Canada.
Highlights of the meeting
included a key address by
Harry Reasoner, CB:, News,
New York, entitled "Surviving
the 80's," and the inaugural
address of the new president
of Kiwams International,
Mark Smith, of Atlanta,
Georgia, who discussed the
them, goals, and major em-
phasis program for 1979-80.
The emphasis of the new year
will be titled "Rightstart:
Hand in hand with youth."
Smith called for genuine in-
volvement throughout the
international network of
Kiwanis Clubs with young
people.
Russell, reporting this week
to the local Kiwanians, cited
the most interesting item of
business transacted at the
convention to be the question
of membership for women.
The membership voted
overwhelmingly to bar women
from membership with a final
vote of 702 for and 3,731
against, a decision which
prompted Toronto papers to
carry the headline
"Kiwanians say 'no' to
women."
Other highlights included a
concert by Bill Cosby, a
musical production by the
Kids from Wisconsin, and
performances by the 48th
Highlanders military band
and pipe and drum corps. For
over four hundred delegates
from Kentucky and Tennessee
a district dinner at. the Park
Plaza and the election of one
of their group, Les Myers,
from Louisville, to the office of
international trustee were
high points...
Russell concluded his report
with slides of Casa Loma, a 98
room medieval style castle in
the heart of Toronto, leased by
the Kiwanis Club of Toronto,
restored, and now operated as
a leading tourist attraction.
From the operation the club
has donated over a million
dollars to charity since its




Includes 3 FREE Electronic Check-Ups To Save You Gas All Year Long
SAVE 3 to 9% on GAS!
According to the U.S. Dept. of Energy, a poorly
tuned car uses as much as 3 to 9% more gas than a
well-tuned QM So suppose you drive 12,000 miles_
a year, get 15 mpg, and your engine needs tuning.
With our Goodyear gas saver tune-up, if you save
even 7% on fuel, it's like getting over 800 extra





Here's How It Works
Under this special service' policy Goodyear will tune your car
electronically, following the 7-point check list shown here. Any-
time within one year of your tune-up, take your invoice and free
engine analysis certificate back to the store that performed the
tune-up,-and Goodyear will provide an electronic analysis free of
charge. (Up to 3 separate analyses are provided free during the
year.) If any of these check-ups indicate the need for any adjust-
ment or part replacement (that were part of the original tune-up),
Goodyear will make the adjustment or replacement free of
charge. What could be fairer than that!
GAS-SAVER TIRE OF THE WEEK
SAVE 2$%
On American Eagle Radials
. Flexten Beltedlro Gentle










P165/80P13 AR70-13 Si 61.5a_ $46.1,C $164
P185_751:113 vilm,13 .._,/6 50_ 887.3,p $1.84
P195/7 14 DR78-14 $ 82.50 _ sates $2.18
P205/75R14 FR78-14 $ 89.75 40.30 $2.33
P215/75R14 GR78-14 $ 93.50 $70.10 $250
P215/751115 GR78.15 S 98 00 872.00 $268
P225/75R15—HR78-15 $101.75 08.30 S2.72







• Check charging and 
starting
systems
• Install new points and
condenser
• Install new rotor
• Install new spark plugs
• Set dwell and timing 10
recommended specs





4,4  any of 11101111 7 other ways to Du*. Our Own Customer 
Diners 
an 










Subtract $4 for cars with etectronic. ignition
•Electronic ignition Points and condenser 
are
not required Air gap is set where 
required
F REE GAS-SAVINGSAFETY CHECK
Properly maintained vehicles consume less fuel. Our free5-point inspection inciudes• Visual check of tires forsigns of alignment problems • Air pressure check andadjustment • Air filter inspection • Exhaust system in-spection • Engine oil inspection
Please phone for appointment open at 7 a.m. Daily
improve Engine Efficiency
LUSE & OIL CHANGE
$C88
Includes up to five quartsmator brand 10/30 MI
Oil lilfir extra if needed
• Chassis lubrication
and oil change• Includes light trucks• Please call for
appointment
store Manager Wort B. WO* Jr.
Murray,
iys. Goodyear Service Store




























































William H. Kimbro, 78, died
Saturday at 2:45 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a resident of
Murray Route 7, Lynn Grove
Community.
The Calloway man was a
member of the Salem Baptist
Church and a retired farmer.
Born Oct. 4, 1900, in Calloway
County, he was .the son of the
late James Jefferson Kimbro
and Emma Evans Kimbro.
Mr. Kimbro is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Pearl Stewart
Kimbro, to whom he was
married on March 17, 1925;
one daughter, Mrs. Clifton
Anita) McCallon, and one
grandson, Bill McCallon,
Murray Route 7; one sister,
Mrs. Walter (Lorene)
Mulligan, Taylor, Mich.; one
brother, Charlie Kimbro,
Murray Route 5.
Funeral services were held
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Harold Lassiter officiating.
The music was by the choir of
the Salem Baptist Church with
Bobby Fain as director, Mrs.
Shirley Lamb as pianist, and
Mrs. Joe Pat Winchester as
organist_
Pallbearers were Raymond
Kimbro, Euel E. Kimbro,
Edmond Kimbro, Marvin
Thomas, Debs Cunningham,
Earl Byerly, Orval Thurman,





Joe UnderWOod of BOyd'a
Trailer Court, Murray Route
3, died Saturday at 11:22 a.m.
at the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn. He was
62 years of age.
Mr. Underwood was a
retired employee of the
Murray ,- Division --of the
Tappan Company. Born Sept.
5, 1916, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Toy




Tape, Parrisburg, Va., and
Mrs. Larry (Patty) Campbell,
Murray Rpute 5; step
daughter, Mrs. Mitchell
(Charlotte) Joyce,
Parrisburg, Va.; one son,
Sammy Underwood, Murray
Route 6; six grandchildren.
The funeral - is-, being held-
today at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Gerald Owen officiating and
Mrs. Oneida White as organist
and soloist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Edd Phillips, Cecil Taylor, Joe
Dan Taylor, Steve Downs,'
Dan Miller, and Albert Wilson=
Burial will follow in the
lassiter Cemetery.
Carl-H-.-Morris Is
Dead At Age Of 68
Carl H. Morris, brother of
Mrs. Mary Conley of Murray,
died Friday at his home in
Princeton. He was 68 years of
age.
Mr. Morris is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Geneva Lefan
Morris; sister, Mrs. Conley,
Murray; brother, William •
Morris, Lyon County.
The funeral was held
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Morgan Funeral
Home, Princeton, with the
Rev. Stephen McVay and the
Rev. Marvin Denison of-
ficiating.
Burial was in the Princeton
Memorial Gardens.
The championship drum and hoolp frnm Canta Clara. Calif., will be one of six corps to
preform at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, Aug. 8, at the Murray. State University —Drum and
Bugles in Racerland' in Roy Stewart Stadium. The show is one of a series of presen-
tations to be made by the corps in preparation for the Drum Corps International
Championship Aug. 19 in Birmingham, Ala.
Championship Drum, Bugle
Corps To Perform At MSU
A championship drum and
bugle corps from Santa Clara,
Calif., will be among six corps
from the United States and
Canada to perform at Murray
State University in the first
annual "Drum and Bugles in
'Racerland" show on Wed-
nesday, Aug. 8.
Scheduled to begin at 7:30
p.m. in Roy Stewart Stadium
• on the campus, the show is one
of a series of presentations to




mingham, Ala., Aug. 19.
Headlining the event will be
the Santa Clara Vanguard, the
winning unit in the 1978 DCI
Championship in Denver,
Colo.
Joining the Santa Clara
Vanguard for the show will be
five other DCI corps, in-
cluding the Guardsmen of
Schaumberg, Ill., - the
Troopers of Casper, Wyo., the
Kilts of Racine, Wis., the
Oakland Crusaders of
Toronto, Ont., Canada,-, and





FLINTSTONE, Md. (AP) —
A traffic accident freed about
9 million bees along a highway
near Flintstone, and state
police- spent nine hours
guiding startled motorists
through clouds of the buzzing
bugs.
John Lindner, a retired
state apiary inspector, and
volunteers tried to lure the
bees into spare hives while
police supervised traffic on
Sunday.
Extra hives were left along
the highway and in nearby
fields in hope that more bees
would be recovered over the
next few days. Authorities
estimated nine million were
set free in the accident.
Six persons were injured in
the 6:50 a.m. accident on U.S
Route 4Cr near the Allegany-
Washington county. line. One
was hospitalized.
The worst thing was not
knowing — for a few seconds
— whether the car was full of
bees. I really hate being
around bees," said one
motorist who came upon the
scene more than six hours
later.
me" maw maim mem mem law a.°
LOOK-LOOK-LOOK
J.H. Haldeman Nix
Used Car end Used Truck Inventory Reduction Sole
15 Days Only, July 141b-31st
1978 Monza Station Wingon, blue low miles,
gas saver, no air, one owner. .$3499
1978 Monza Station Wagon with air, carmine
color, low mile. .
firm realff mid MN softie the pardoner 10 Tep Vales certificate. w
I#
rk moos stamps.
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 753-2617 
"Ow mew maim, imam angin, m411,
David Wells, director of the
host Murray State Racer
Band, said spectators, ̀ 4i11
see the most disciplined and
precise audiovisual display of
musical pageantry anywhere
in the world."
DCI ia_a non-profit youth
organization ciaposed of the
top 12 drum and bugle corps in
the U.S. and Canada. Its
membership is made up of the
top 12 finishers in the CI
Championship each year. The
first DCI Championship was in
Whitewater, Wi.s., In 1972. --
Tickets for the show are $5
each. A special price of $4
each is available for groups of
50 or more who purchase
tickets in advance.
Anyone wishing to obtain
more information about the
show may call (502) 762-4395
or 762-2716.,
Fayette County Residents
Victims Of Plane Crash
VERSAILLES, Ky. (AP) —
The victims of the Saturday
night crash of a light plane
near Versailles have been
identified as Fayette County
residents.
Woodford County Coroner
Dorsey Clark said Herbert
Dittman, about 40, of
Lexington, and Bill Williams,
44, of Fayette County, died
when their plane crashed on a
farm about two miles east of
Versailles.
According to police reports,
the open-pit Sterman Bi-plane
crashed about 5:10 p.m. in a
field near Huntertown Road.
The Federal Avaiation
Administration continued its
investigation of the capse of
the crash Sunday.
Dorsey said the bodies were
burned beyond recognition.
They were taken to University
Hospital in Louisville
Saturday night for iden-
tification.
Ray Retlich, who was in the
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon. EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,
Corp., of Murray, are as folios?:
Industrial Avg -452
Air Products 31Tii-+,2








General Dynamics . .8064449
General Motors 511-%
General Tire 203/4 -1,4
Goodrich 204i uric
Hardee s 13%+N
Heublein 257ii + 4ii
IBM -i., 68611-141
Jerico 1794b 17%a
K Mart 3614 sic
Pennwalt 9  33/4-4-1,4
Quaker Osts X164-4
Tappan Ilve unc




Federal-State Market News Service Ju-
ly 23, 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 1,058 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts steady to 251 lower Sows 50e-111.00
higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.... . $39.00-39.25
US 2-3200-240 Its $38.75-39.00
US 2-3 240.250 lbs 37.75-38.75
US 2-4260.280 lbs 
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 426.00-27.00
US 1-3300-450 lbs  $24 00-216.00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs. ..... $28 00-27.00
US 1-30 500-650 lbs 827 00-28 00
US 2-3300-500 lbs  $23.00-24.00
Boars 820 0423.00
MISS YOUR PAP?
&Macraen who have am
received their heree-flearerod
copy of lb. Norm Ledger II
•.--4heee t, rm. Meads,-
friday Sr by bat p.m. ow
Saturdays ore greed to cal
753-1016 betweea Sill p.m.
arra 6 p.m., Seaday-fritiwy, er
340 p.m. mud 4 p.m. War-
arm, to Immo delivery of the
swimmer. Calle met he
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays Sr
4 p.m. Sattinkays t. goormaeo
fielvory.
area at the time of the crash,
said he saw the plane per-
forming stunts shortly before
the crash.
He said the plane suddenly
fell to the ground and burst












reshaping of his White House
staff is expected to consume
less of his time than his
Cabinet shakeup, is likely to
return to work this week on
energy issues.
"Now that the Cabinet-level
changes have been made,
there will be additional
focusing of the president's
attention on the Energy
Mobilization Board and the
Energy Security Corp.,"
White House press secretary
Jody Powell said Sunday.
WASHINGTON (AP) —The
Carter administration's case
for the SALT II treaty is going
before some of its toughest
critics with the opening of
hearings by the Senate Armed
Services Committee.
Defense Secretary Harold
Brown was to be the lead-off
witness as the committee
opened hearings today on the
pact, which would limit
American and Soviet strategic
arms.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Pentagon's civil rights chief
says she is concerned about "a
dramatic increase in
manifestations of KKK ac-





ELKTON, Ky. (AP) —
Police Chief Jim Cullen has
resigned„ citing "declining
support" from the community
and from members of the city
council.
In his letter of resignation,
Cullen said salaries and
benefits for city police officers
should be increased if Elkton
is to compete with other cities
for qualified officers.
Cullen also earned on city
officials to provide more
equipment for police officers.
His resignation is effective
today.
. THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
International
BON ACCORD, Tobago
(AP) — The immediate threat
of pollution to Tobago's
beaches from the collision of
the supertankers Atlantic
Empress and Aegean Captain
four nights ago appeared to be
over today.
Currents and winds broke
up the oil slick and carried it
away from the island. There
was no longer any .-..6ruficant
leakage from the Aegean
Captain, and the other 1,000-
Beaver Said To Be
New Variation
Of Chuck Roast
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) —
Take one beaver, dressed and
cleaned, drop it in a slow
cooker with a little apple
juice, cook until well done and,
voila — a new variation of
chuck roast.
They're tasty little critters,
says Carl Mason of Sturgis,
Miss., director of the Beaver
Cooperative Association —
especially spiced with the
soaring price of beef.
"People are eating more
beavers because they're good
and they're free for the
taking," he said. "People are
interested in getting back to
nature. And it's hard to beat
free meat."
The association and the
state Wildlife Department
conducted a study that showed
17,000 beavers were taken in
1976 in Mississippi. Poten-
tially, 100,000 beavers could be
taken each year, each a
splendid source of lean meat
and protein, Mason said.
The aquatic animals are
considered pests in
Mississippi, where their
population has - increased
tremendously in the past 10
years. Mason said the Wildlife
Department study showed
70,000 acres are under water
behind beaver dams, up more
than 300 percent from 1967,
and the loss in flooded timber
amounts to $12 million.
"It's not a problem unique
to Mississippi," he said. "It's
getting to be a. widespread
problem in the Southeast."
-
foot ship was towed out into
the Atlantic to let the fire'
aboard burn itself out. Then
the crude oil still aboard was
to be transferred to other
tankers.
MANAGUA, Nicaragua
( A P ) — Nicaragua's
revolutionary government is
going to request the ex-
tradition of dictator Anastasio
Somoza to face trial for war
crimes, but it says there will
be no wholesale execution of
his supporters like those after
the revolution in Iran.
MANILA, Philippines (AP)
— Eight Vietnamese refugees
say Vietnamese troops
massacred 85 other refugees
when their crowded boat ran
aground on a reef off Spratly
Island in the South China Sea.
The survivors included two
15-year-old boys, two former
members of the South Viet-
namese air force, two
fishermen, _ a mechanic and
the owner of the boat.
GENEVA, Switzerland
( AP) — The U.N. conference
on Indochinese refugees has
ended after producing pledges
of asylum for 260,000 of the
400,000 refugees in Southeast
Asian nations, $190 million for
the relief program, new
transit centers and a Viet-




Delegates to the American
Medical Association con-
vention go to work today on a
,:ontroversial proposal to let
doctors accept patients
referred to them by
chiropractors whose practice
the AMA has previously
labeled "an unscientific cult."
"That's the way
you want
Prices Geed Ti.., Wed., TINT*.





Open 7 a.m. tot p.m.
Phone 753-9525














PADUCAH AND ALt OF WESTERN KENTUCKY
"The Area's Largest Savings & Loartlastitution"
And
GROWING EVERYDAY
Were bigger to serve you better! Over 8102,000,000.00 Strong








Federal rogulotoons pcohibit the compounding
of interest doily on thos occount
Oecteroliegulot.ons requorr o substantial
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Empty Wooden Box Helping To
Make Six-Year-Old Boy Better
By CHRIS ANGELA)
Associated Press Writer
MILWAUKEE tAPi - Six-
year-old Jimmy is regularly
confined in an empty wooden
box. It's helping to make him
better.
The "quiet room," about the
size of a small closet, is being
used to treat some severely
emotionally disturbed or
retarded children.
Jimmy, which is not his real
name, had a quiet room at the
mental health institute where
he spent a year. Now he has
two - in his bedroom at home
and in his classroom at a
public school in Wisconsin.
He sometimes still has to
spend a few minutes there,
like when he flies into a tan-
trum instead of obeying his
mother. He is always first
given a chance to take a "time
out." which means sitting
quietly on the floor for one
minute wherever his mother
points.
Sometimes he just cannot or
will not do that, not even for
one minute. That's when he
must go to the wooden
chamber for two minutes.
Jimmy's quiet room at
home, built to specifications of
the Mendota Mental Health
Institute at Madison, is six
feet tall and about three feet
by four feet square. It has an
opening in the top for air and
light but no lock. There's a
clock nearby, which his
mother watches.
Forcing a child into isolation
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birds: Pl. 45 Niton sym-
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27 Foray _ 41 Worship 47 Simian
28 Eagle's nest 42 Italian cur- ,49 BlackblEd
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30 Hautboy 43 Geraint's rency
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procedure used across the
nation in institutions and by
parents and teachers of ex-
ceptional children. It strikes
many people as cruel.
-Unless it's explained, I Et I
has the greatest potential to be
misunderstood," says James
Haessly, head of programs for
the emotionally disturbed in
Milwaukee Public Schools.
Quiet rooms should be used
only in extreme cases,
specialists say: children who
.have frequent temper tan-
trums. when they can hurt
themselves or damage things,
children who are highly
aggressive, hitting and biting
other people, or children who
are disobedient, rarely if ever
following instructions.
Parents with severely-
disturbed children support its
use, said David Mikuleky, who
has taught autistic children
and does diagnostic work in
the Milwaukee schools autistic
program.
"They're usually so
desperate they are ready to
try anything," he said. "The
next step is to take the child
out of the home."
That was the situation with
Jimmy, said his mother, who
asked not to be identified.
• Before. he went to Mendota,
Jinuny was uncontrollable. At
the age of 4, he did not un-
derstand language, banged his
head against the wall and
showed no affection. Under
observation, he had 180
temper tantrums in four
hours. He was diagnosed as
autistic.
-This little boy was in his
own little world, period, and
he did not want to be in-
terrupted," said his mother.







11$ so. 1 214053.035Fis POING At NW DON
"He eats with a spoon and
fork and does not dump things
and does not throw his plate.
He recognizes colors and
numbers. He can put three-
word sentences together. He
can-say 'I want' something."
He's also affectionate and
on a good day he may have
only one or Iwo temper tan-
trums in a four,hour period,
she said.
He usually takes his time
out, something she and other
mothers say they use at the
grocery store, church or
anywhere, and doesn't often
use the quiet room anymore.
Time out, short for "time
out from positive rein-
forcement," or a situation the
child likes, is used as a last
resort, said Richard Fox,
associate professor in ex-
ceptional education at the
University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee.
It's the reverse of the at-
tention an upset adult often
gives a child for improper
behavior, inadvertantly
rewarding him.
- The quiet-room part of the
method is phased out as the
child improves, specialists
say. Quick and consistent
rewards for appropriate
behavior are an essential part
of the procedure.
Those who use time out
warn about its potential for
abuse.
-Unfortunately, some
practitioners see time out as
the magic bullet. They use it
for everything," said Fox.
Among incidents of abuse
was the case of two teachers in
Butte, Mont., who were fired
when a parent learned his
asthmatic child had been
placed in a small, poorly-
ventilated box. They were
reinstated after a subsequent.
show of parental support.
A child in a Chicago school
was left, forgotten by his
teacher, in a locked closet for
23 hours.
Some teachers, such as
Milwaukee's Peggy Holtman,
prefer physically holding the
child for his time out rather,
than depending on a quiet
room.
"We're trying to develop a
behavioral procedure that











IF I CUT MY FINGER
ON THE CAN OPENER,
I'M GONNA SUE ‘00!
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HE edfirsiT5 To. TEN .
HE SAYS IF YOU DON'T
FIND THE GOLD.. HE
STARTS SHOOTING,
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GOD IS Love. Bible stu_gy,_.
anytime. Etible-Facts and
Free Store, 759 1600
Quality
SIGNS
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Airport -  489-2414
Ambulance .753-9332
Comp. Care .753-6622
Fire (City .. _753-1441
Fire I County) .....753-6952
Foster Parents ....753-5362
Hospital 753-5131
'Hum. Rts. Com. 75.3-0849
Humane Soc. 759-4141
Learn To Read . 753-2288
Needline  753-NEED






State Pol. ... 1-800-592-5401
This list of telepliorie
numbers is published
through the cooperation or
Tiw Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip








be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All reader class-
ifieds must be sub-
mitted by 12 noon the
day before pub-
lication. Excluding
classified ads for Mon-
day. We ask you to call
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6. HELP WANTED
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TERS, steady work. For
interview call 753-0839. • 
EARN EXTRA Money! Ideal
for Homemakers New
survey to update Murray
community directories
Absolutely MT setting. Most
work can be done from your
home by phone. Generous
compensation. Smart amount
of house to house work
required. Must be able to
work at least 5 hours per day.
We train you. Must have
telephone and good hand
writing. Apply in own han-
dwriting giving name, ad•
dress, and telephone num
ber, to Johnson Publishing
Company, c-o Ledger &
Times, P.O. Box 32Y,
Murray, KY 42071.
HELP- WANTED, Hickory
Hut Bar-b•ci needs a person
to cook in the pit 3 days a
week Also need part time
day help. Stop by Hickory
Hut to fill out application.
Located on Chestnut Street.
Please ne phone calls. 
JANITOR MLIST be able to
run buffer, work late hours.
Call 753-9757.
SEWING MA Ctl I N E





openings, in August for
technical training jobs. 17 24
year olds. We provide
training while paying over
$104 weekly. Room, board,
medical provided. Call Navy
(502) 753 64395or interview.
TWO YEARS paid Nuclear
Field training Must be at
least a high school diploma
grad. Have good ability in
mifth ( algebra) Must be 17
to 24 years old. Excellent
salary, paid vacations,
medical plan and other job
related benefits We provide
up to two years of electronics
or advanced mechanical
training in nuclear reactor
fields Call Navy 15021 753
6439 or call toll free 1 800 841
8000.
WANTED: FARM families
interested in a top notch
major medical group
hospital Coverage. Call Steve
Payne, office 753.7273, home
759 1134.
WANTED: LIVE in com-
panion helper for elderly
woman Room and board




-WANTED. NURSE aid or
LPN for Pediatrician doc
tor's office Experience
preferred but Will train. Send
references and resume to
P.O. Box. 431, Murray, KY
42071
PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray. Natural GaS System is accepting
applications for residential gas service' under the
_provisForts of a controlled residential attachment
plan.
A limit of one hundred 11001 new customers has
been established.
Persons desiring to apply for service may pick up
an application at the Murray Natural Gas System
engineering office on Andrus Drive, Murray, Ken-




WE NEED short term
supervisor to co-ordinate
community directory
workers. Must be able to
devote 6 hours per day for
approximately 3 weeks.
Applicant needs to have a
good knowledge of Murray
area and enjoy working with
people. Apply to P.O. Box 32
V. Murray, KY 42071.
1. SITUATIONS WANTED
WANTED: FARM families
interested in a top notch
!Nilor mectis_al group
hospital coverage. Call
Payne, office 753 7273, home
759 1114.
WOULD LIKE to do light







now. Call (615) 526 3660 or
write Cumberland School of





interested in a top 'notch
major medical group
hospital coverage. Call Steve
Payne, office 753 7273, home
759 1134.
14. WANT TO BUY
1967 CAMARO DOOR panels,
in good shape. Call 753-7393. 
JUNK CARS. Call after 5 pm,
47441838. 
WANTED TO buy: Standing
timber, top prices paid. 489-
2334.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
BABY BASSINET 753 5699
SUMMER SALE
$e 1. St% 411 se ell Shrubs




Open 9 a.m. tab p.m.
FOR SALE: 10x12 cabin tent
used one time, S120. GE AM
FM 8 track tape player with
turntable, 2 speakers, and
stand, S75. Call 753 0212 after
5 pm 753 1207. 
1951 FORD TRACTOR and
Westinghouse refrigerator,
18 20 Cubic ft. Cabinet stereo
with AM-FM radio. Call 753-
782_3after 5 pm. 
LARGE TAME plums for
sale. Also refrigerator and
green carpet Call 753-4725.
FM SALE
Full length wedding
gown, only one left, 1/2
price. Call 753-8385
from 5:30 to 5 p.m.
MUST SELL! 3 speed VM
table model record player.
men's large size clothing,
hard rock maple dough box.
Call 753 0309
WE BUY and sell used air




couch, stereo, AM FM radio,
record player and tape deck,
dresser and bed, 35 cup
automatic coffee maker, hot
plate, radio, 4 piece Sam
sonite luggage. Call 753,5525.
DISHWASHER, 1971
FRIGIDARE, coppertone
with wooden chopping block,
575. Call 753-3381 or 759 1071
DINETTE TABLE and 6
chairs. 5.40. Call 753.8810
after 5.




3300 JOHN DEERE combine
with corn and bean header,
75 model. Call (901) 247 5335
after 7 pm.




Brothers dual axle-, 8000 lb.
capacity, electric brakes.
$850. Call 435 4156 after 7 pm.
22. MUSICAL
ATTENTION! START your
child. in music this year. Now
is the time to buy a piano at a
spectacular low price and
avoid the Back to School
rush We have 52 pianos to
choose from Name your
price We have two Practice
pianos starting at $100 each.
Come to Kimball Music
Center, 601 Broadway,
Paducah, KY or call 443 3879
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
J C HIGGINS 20 gauge
Shotgun, Johnson 44 Caliber
shotgun 75 years old. Best






FOUR FOOT deep above the
ground swimming pool 489
2553.
SAWDUST FOR sale. We
deliver Days (901) 352-5777




amatueelinear worth $1 per
watt, now only $250. 492 - 883-4. 
NEED A new color t.v, but
short on cash? We have a 19"
color for only $15 a month or
25" for only $22 per month.
Under warranty. Claytons, J
& B Music, 753 7575.
PIERCE SIMPSON Bengal
AM SSB, CB, base or mobile
with slider. New was $449.
now 5200. 492 8834.
STACK 3 MOSBEY'S CB
antenna, can talk to Canada
and Mexico. New $150, now
575. 492 8834.
USED ZENITH color t.v.,
cabinet model, $150. Call 753-
6945 after 2 pm. 
27. MOB. HOME SALES
1975 DOUBLE WIDE on 2
acre lot, central air, well and
large garage, located in
Kirksey Call 489 2248 after 5
pm. 
'1973 GUEROON, 12x40,
underpinned and tied down,




Moving out of state, must sell
immediately. 753-4762 Or 753-
8430 after 5:30.
1975 12x60 TRAILER, ex
cellent condition Call 753
6683 or 762 2896
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
.FOR RENT. 2 mobile home
lots. Call 753 7568.
21. HEATING & COOLING
TWO 110 VOLT window air
conditioners. Call 753.4333.
31, WANT TO RENT
WANTED: 'TWO or three
bedroom trailer for rent in
country. Call 759 4004 after
five.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
APARTMENT FOR rent, 2
blocks from University, $110
per month. Phone 753-4140,
436-2411 or 759.1154.
APARTMENT FOR rent,
close to M.S.U. Call 753-6564.
OUPLEX APARTMENT, 2
bedroom, unfurnished, $105
per month. Quiet neigh





31. ROOMS FOR RENT
ROOM FOR rent, 2 blocks
from University, $65 per
month utilities included,
boys only. 753 4140 or 436
2411
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
brick home, 4 miles West Of
MUrray Call 759.4755 or 1
466 3311.
THREE BEDROOM house,
adults only, no pets Newly
redecorated, furnished, near
college $200 per month
References and deposit





washer and dryer included.
Deposit required $200 per
month. Call 753.8964





Ideal for storing house





- By Sealed Bid:
Twenty Six 9.5 Cu. Ft. G. E. refrigerators,
Eighteen. 11.6 Cu. Ft. Westinghouse refrigerators.
May be ifrpected at the rear of the project apart-
ments on Ellis Drive and Broad St. Ext. 8:00 a.m. to
4 p.m.
Leave bids at the Housing Authority Office. Bid
opening will be Wednesday, July 25, 1979 at 1:00
p.m.
Additional information may be obtained at the




The-Bureati of Public Properties, Frankfort, KY isaccepting sealed bids, to be opened and read onAugust 3, 1979 on State owned vehicle located at thePlIjIsIcaT Prinf,-.M-Cirfaioatste University, Murray.Ky.
FORK LIFT, MINNEAPOLIS MOLJNE,I\TON, SN9100254, MODEL MY 40,as is - where is.
Additiesel hplerreetise sod bid tense mai be ehteleed frau Mr.Drees Shelley, Perelman. Deperhseet, Genera ServicesNapless 782.27115.
044





























































































LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!










PEEK A POD PUPPIES. 3
male, 1 female, all solid
white. $50 each. Call 753 6722
or can be seen after 5 at B14
Fox Meadows.
REGISTERED AK C
Bloodhound puppies for sale.
Paul Bailey, 753 3723.
41. PUBL/C SALES
MOVING SALE! 20 cubic ft.
Frigidare side by side, 16
cubic ft frost free freezer,
gas barbaque grill, bedroom
set, electric trimmer edger,
bedding and household
linens, hand fOols and





58 acre farm with a
two bedroom house.
Farm has 28 acres of
Lendable land and





GEM IN a perfect setting! It
is a pleasure to show you the
outstanding features of this 4
bedroom trilevel., Efficient
floor plan includes family.
sized kitcherr dining room
with china cabinet, family
room with built-in bookcases
and fireplace, built-in desks
and vanities in bedrooms.
large master bath with
dressing area. Don't post-
pone happiness; come See.
Call 753.1492. Offered by
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
eed lots of room?
Here's a 5 bedroom 2
bath home with living
room, fireplace and
den. There's also a 30 x
50 concrete block work
shop and :Ira all
situated on ap-
proximately 3 acres. It






 I S A double pleasure! A
most pleasant home recently
remodeled with 1 bedroom
apartment. Also included H
thriving recreational vehicle
business with well known
brand camping trailers all
this setting on 3 acres m-I
For more details, call 753














your family needs, and






a nice family room,
lots of storage space,
extra garage and
chain link fence in
backyard, and plenty
of shade. Priced at
$39,900.
WANTING TO relocate in
--courstry-,type--- atmosphere?
You Must see this 3 bedroom
brick 'situated on 1 acre
-lot. large kitchen den
combination, 1' baths,
fireplace, drapes...recerilly
redecorated Feel the im-
pulse to own your own home'?
Here's one worth having
Call 753 1492 today. Offered




Mom will enjoy the
spacious kitchen. Dad
can snooze in his
favorite chair by the
fireplace in the den.
The kids will have a
ball in the large
recreation room, and
your guests will feel
welcome in the living
room, formal dining






located in one of the
nicest neighborhoods
In town. Compare at
any-price.
43. REAL ESTATE
We have people in-
terested in locating in
the Murray-Calloway
County area. List your








for quick sale! 2 levels of
cozy lake living without the 
lakefront price. Brick and
frame with too many extras I still don'tto mention, Reduced to











Look no further - be






to pay you rent. Be the
one to receive the
benefit of this income
producing property.




With The Friendly Touch
COUNTRY SET-
TING: 3 BR., older
frame home,
w/fireplace located on
12 acres of land, with





frame home on level
lot in Hardin. Gas
heat, city water &
sewerage.
Beautifully Remodele-
d: 3 BR., home,












DOBA, 400 lean burn, burns
regular gas, leather interior,
37,000 miles, excellent gas
mileage. (Was wife's car)
492 8634.
1963 CHEVROLET BELAIR
1 door with 327 cu in motor,
e2,000 on motor, motor needs
to be wired up, etc. Also 4
barrel intake for sale, fits
1969 327, will taken°. Asking
$250 for car Must sell! Call
753-1887.
1978 DODGE OMNI. Ca11492
8877.
1973 FIREBIRD, LOW
mileage. Formula. Call 753-
1864.
FIAT 128, 1975, LOW mileage
35,000, white, 1-door. Call 759-
1739 after 5 pm.
FOR SALE: 1967 Ford, good
body, needs starter. Asking
$75. 753.3713.




1968 FIAT 850, 43,000 actual
,jmiles 4 Speed automatic
stick shift, excellent condition. 94350. 753.8124. 
understand what makes theryi1975 GRAND PRIX, two-tone
red. and burgandy. Loaded










brick with extra large
lot. Shade trees,
carpeting, paved drive
and other extras. A
bargain at only: -
$33,900.
41111111MIM!
GET IT while it lasts. 2
bedroom cabin near the lake
nestled in the woods for only
59,900. Most of furniture
stays and this is new. Nelson
Sproat Co., 759-1707. 
A RARE OFFERING!
This top quality custom built home for present owner is being offered for
sale. Carpet, drapes and appliances are top of the line products. Central gas
heat and electric air with humidifier is another plus. Drainage file from un-
derneath to insure year around dryness. Landscaping, front and back, is
rarely found on this level. We can't say enough about this home. Only your
personal inspection will convince you that we are understating is at-





















U.S. 641 North, Village Center
Phone--3-74N Anytime
or Nome Phones
Ron Talent 753-9894 Joe Kennon 436-5676
Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843 Janice Austin 753-8674
Think you can't afford
to buy? Upstairs
apartment can-be
rented to help make
payments, downstairs













campaign has left us
with more buyers than
we have listings. Call
or come by if you want
to sell. Your property
may be exactly what
our buyers are waiting
for. Guy Spann Realty,
753-7724.
44. LOTS FOR SALE
1979 HONDA ACCORD LX,
3,000 miles, $6800. Call 753-
2269 or 753-2266.
1974 HONDA CIVIC, 2-door,
$1350. Call Paglias and ask
for Manager, 753.2975. 
1973 Agt0L51). Call 753-
6026. 0
1973 PLYMOUTH DUSTER,
AM-FM radio and tape
player. Call 436.2282.
TWO LOTS on Doran Road at
Melrose Street. Total of 180'
frontage, over 200' deep. All
utitities and sewer available-
and ready for immediate
start of construction. Zoned
R-1, most exclusive zoning in
the city. Call Guy Spann
Realty, 753-7724.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
LOVELY THREE bedroom
brick home. Heated garage,
family room, taro._ living
room, storage building and
more. Ideal location for
family near Murray High.







TWO , BEDROOM house,
paneled throughout, some
carpet. Located in North
Elementary School district.
Priced to sell. Call 753-8242.
47. MOTORCYCLES




Landau, 305 V8, gets 23 mpg,





power steering and brakes,
good condition, 71,000 miles.
$ 7 . Ph ne436-2165.
NORNIMICKLE BARBER SKOP
IP Pin Pryor
NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price of
HAIRCUT $200 PRICE SNARE 11.75
P. InspInd& Sewn ads plass col 7S3 3411S ••• dip In ...am *OPT PA& Service.
FOR SALE
BY OWNER
3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located a
Panorama Shores. Has living room, kit
chen, utility and bath. Bedrooms newl













• Lily Pad Shimmer
• H•ary Gauge Vinyl Lln•r
• Pool Ladder






Graat Savings ON 22 MODELS
_CALI NOwt
(502) 966-425
PENGUIN POOLS,ryn VN kelln Rae& Wet Pt& Latinitt.Ny
•••••
... .••













10 a.m.; after 7:30
p.m., 753-7705.
1976 VW SCIRROCO. 753-
6865
1975 VEGA HATCHBACK, 4-
speed, , factory air, and





Call 759-4459 after 5 pm.
1962 CHEVROLET SIX
cylinder step side pickup.
$450. Call 753-4530.
1977 DODGE VAN, 318 burns
regular, overhead console, 5
bucket seats, custom in-
terior, sunroof and power
vent, includes CB and
tapeplayer, 2 battery
system. 492-8834.




sale. Many units at cost
White's Camper Sales, East
94 Highway, Murray. 753-
0605.
1970 WINNEBAGO MOTOR
home, 17', less than 27,000
miles. Call 345-2157.
52. BOATS & MOTORS
1978 16 FT. VIP ski boat. 135
hp Johnson outboard motor.
MuSt sell! Call 753-8030 after
5 pm.
50 HP JOHNSON Super
Horse, sell or trade for 20 hp.
759-4509.
SILVERLINE 16 FOOT tri-
holt, 7$ tip _Johnson Stinger
motor plus trailer, ajj 76
model $3000 firm. Call'489
2248 after 5 pm.
18' SKI BOAT, 135 hp
Evinrude motor, fully
equipped, excellent con-
dition, extra sharp. 753-4392
after 8 pm.
$3. SERVICES OFFERED 
ADDITIONS, REPAIR work,
circulating fireplaces,
roofing, insurance work. Call
Murray Remodeling 753
5167
BYARS BROTHERS 8. Son
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing Call 1
395.4967 or 1-362 4895.
BACK HOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753.5808 or 753 5706.
BACKHOE WORK and










references, V ibra-Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753 5827 or
753-5816.
COMPARE AND save on
chain link fencing. Circle A
-Fencing. 7531407. 
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,
steps, free estimates. 753-
5476.
CARPENTRY SERVICE.
Whatever your needs, old or
new, quality work. Call 753-
0565.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp 435
4343.
DRIVEWAYS AND parking
areas, white rocked and
graded. All kinds pea gravel.
Free estimates. Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after 4 pm.
DOG GROOMING. All
breeds. By appointment.
Pick up and delivery. Connie
Lampe, 436-2510.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. tall Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.






remodeling, also new homes






753-2310 for free estimates.
HOME REPAIRS; exterior
and interior painting, car-
pentry work, small
masonary jobs, decks and




753-1486 and ask for Shelley.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
estimates.
KEN'S LAWNMOWER
repair. 718 South 4th. Fast
service. 753-7400.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 753-7203.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
Having trouble getting those
small electrical lObS done?
Service calls are our
speciality. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
APPLIANCE REPAIR, l
refrigeration and air con-





and brown. Roofs sealed.
Also patio awnings, open or
screened in, with or without
windows. Also carports,
single and double sizes. Jack
Glover, 753.1873 after 6 pm.
SUMMER SALE
30 to SO% off sod %rub$
sad Noose Monts holy 23 OINI
Jolly 21.
NOFFMAN'S NURSERY
94E. Murray , K y
Open9a.m.to5p.m.
53. SERVICES OFFIREO 
MITCHELL BLACKTOP
PING, driveways and smail
lobs a speciality, also pat
chino and seal coating 753
1537_
ROOFING, REMODELING
painting interior and es
tenor An/thing to do with
carpentary we can do it
Reasonable rates 20 years
experience. Senior Citizens
discount Phone 753 2418, 8
am fl 9 pm
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guarenteed
Call or write Morgan Con
struction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, 1-442.7026.
WILL HAUL driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
Pea gravel. Call Roger
Hudson, 753.6763 or 753-4545.
WALL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
home, such as, painting,


















My work is guaranteed.
YOUR TREES could be
silently suffering from insect
attack and or fungus disease
A hew- -menial-of -pest re-ide- --
injection to your trees can
correct most of these
problems easily and quickly
Scientific and effective. Call
today, EPA certified
Kelley's Termite 8, Pest
Control, Inc., 100 South 13th
Street, Murray, KY 42074.
Phone 753 3914. 33 years of
experience in pest control. 
57. WANTED
WANTED: FARM families
interested in a top notch
major medical group,
hospital coverage. Call Steve




Walls, windows, floors and carpets. Free estimates.
Insured and experienced. Call
759-1176 day or night.
11111111111111iNW
FOR SALE
Sixteen Foot Starcraft Runabout Boat.
Equipped with vinyl top, bow, sturn and
side curtains. Has a 85 H.P. Mercury
motor and tilt Dilly trailer. Excellent
family boat. $3,000.00. Call 753-1919
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TUESDAY, JULY 24TH HOLIDAY INN 753-5986
INTERVIEW FROM 2 P.M.-9 P.M. 
vAWitaiit‘ii: 4-, 
Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad from The Paper ,
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Silver Fish & Shrubs
Kelley's Termite
- It Pest Control


















'Enriched Flavor' cigarette sparks whole
new taste era in low, tar smoking
a• Not too long ago, smokers believed that if a cigarette had
less tar, ii had less taste too. Low tar cigarettes simply didn't
taste very good. -
Then atbng cameMERIT aild a whole new taste idea called -
'Enriched Flavor' tobacco. And in three short years, smoking
changed:
1. No other new cigarette in the last 20 years has attracted
so many smokers as quickly as MERIT!
2. MERIT has swept past over 50 other brands in record time.
3. MERIT is continuing to attract high tar smokers—the most
taste-conscious smokers of all! •






Viarninrriie SurgionTenerinas retianinerr ••-• =.1., • 7 -
- • • -- •
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
Kings: 8 mg tar 0.6mg nicotine —
•1 &Yr 0.7mg nicotme ay. per Ligarette, FTC Report-M8Y'78 Orris Inc. WA
•
•
•
